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Management of Northern Fur Seals on the 
Pribilof Islands, Alaska, 1786-1981 
ALTON Y. ROPPEL 1 
ABSTRACT 
This paper includes information about the Pribilof Islands since their discovery by Russia in 1786 and the 
pcpulation of northern fur seaL~, Cal/orhinus IIrsinus, that return there each summer to bear young and to breed. 
Russia exterminated the native population of sea Oilers, Enhydra lulris, here and nearly subjected the northern fur 
seal to the same fate before providing proper protection. The oorthern fur seal was tWIce more exposed to extinction 
following the purchase of Alaska and the Pribilof Islands by the United States in 1867. Excessive harvesting was 
stopped as a result of strict management by the United States of the animals while on land and a treaty between 
Japan, Russia, Great Britain (for Canada), and the United States that provided needed protection at sea. In 1941, 
Japan abrogated this treaty which was replaced by a provisional agreement between Canada and the United States 
that protected the fur seals in the eastern North Pacific Ocean. Japan, the U.S.S.R., Canada, and the United States 
again insured the survival of these animals with ratification in 1957 of the "Interim Convention on the Conservation 
of North Pacific Fur Seals," which is still in force. Under the auspices of this Convention, the United States launched 
an unprecedented manipulation of the resource through controlled removal during 1956-68 of over 300,000 females 
considered surplus. The biological rationale for the reduction was that production of fewer pups would result in a 
higher pregnancy rate and increased survival, which would, in turn, produce a sustained annual harvest of 
55,000-60,000 males and 10,000-30,000 females. 
Predicted results did not occur. The herd reduction program instead coincided with the beginning of a decline 
in the number of males available for harvest. Suspected but unproven causes were changes in the toll normally 
accounted for by predation, disease, adverse weather, and hookworms. Depletion of the animals' food supply by 
foreign fishing Heets and the entanglement of fur seals in trawl webbing and other debris discarded at sea became a 
prime suspect in altering the average annual harvest of males on the Pribilof Islamis from 71,500 (1940-56) to 40,000 
(1957-59) to 36,000 (1960) to 82,000 (1961) and to 27,347 (1972-81). Thus was born the concept of a research control 
area for fur seals, which was agreed upon by members of the Convention in 1973 and instituted b)' the United States 
on St. George Island beginning in 1974. All commercial harvesting of fur seals was stopped on St. George Island 
and intensive behavioral studies were begun on the now unharvested population as it responds to the moratorium 
and attempts to reach its natural ceiling. The results of these and other studies here and on SI. Paul Island are 
expected to eventually permit a comparison between the dynamics of unharvested and harvested populations, 
which should in turn permit more precise management of fur seals as nations continue to exploit the marine 
resources of the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea. 
INTRODUCTION 
The northern fur seal, Callorhinus ursinus, is well known inter-
nationally for its luxurious fur and historically as a resource steeped 
in controversy. The species is largely pelagic, spending much of its 
life at sea in subarctic waters of the North Pacific Ocean. It resorts to 
land only to bear and nurse its young and to breed. In this latter 
respect, the Pribilof Islands in Alaska's Bering Sea are host to 80% 
of the total estimated population of J ,800,000, with territories 
belonging to the U.S.S.R. accounting for the remainder. Included 
in the latter are Robben, or Tyuleni, Island in the Sea of Okhotsk, the 
Commander Islands in the western Bering Sea, and several of the 
Kurillslands just north of Japan. Two additional colonies contain-
ing a few thousand breed off the coast of southern California, one on 
San Miguel Island and the other on nearby Castle Rock; both belong 
to the United States (Fig. I). 
There are five Pribilof Islands, of which only three, St. Paul (Fig. 
2), St. George (Fig. 3), and Sea Lion Rock (Fig. 2-Sivutch), have 
rookeries and hauling grounds. Between 25,000 and 30,000 males 
(mostly of ages 3 and 4 yr) are currently harvested commercially on 
I National Marine Mammal Laboratory. Northwest end Alaska Fisheries Center. 
National Marine Fisheries Service. NOAA. 7600 Sand Point Way N.E .. Seattle. WA 
98115. 
St. Paul Island, and 350 males are taken annually for local use as 
food on St. George Island. 
The Pribilof Islands are located approximately 200 mi (322 km) 
north of Unalaska in the Aleutian Islands (Fig. I). St. Paul Island 
(Fig. 2) is the largest, with a total land mass of 44 mi 2 (114 km 2 ). 
Next in size, St. George Island (Fig. 3) with 35.5 mi 2 (92 km 2 ) lies 
40 mi (64 km) to the southeast. Five mi (8 km) south of St. Paul 
Island lies Otter Island with an area of 0.77 mi 2 (2 km2) and Walrus 
Island 10 mi (16 km) off St. Paul Island's northeastern cape with an 
area of 0.02 mi 2 (0.05 km2). Sea Lion Rock (Fig. 2-Sivutch) lies 
300 yd (274 m) off the southern tip of St. Paul Island and is the 
smallest with 0.003 mi 2 (0.008 km2) (Barth 1956). 
St. Paul Island once had five other rookeries in addition to the 
current 14 (Fig. 2) and St. George Island had seven instead of six 
(Fig. 3). According to Elliott (1884), Nah Speel Rookery behind the 
village of St. Paul contained 8,000 fur seals in 1874, Lagoon 
Rookery (on the dike separating Village Cove from the Salt Lagoon) 
had 37,000 animals (extinct after 1941), and Suthetunga (Kur-
soolah) Rookery between Antone Lake and Ridge Wall was "un-
worthy of survey." Little Eastern Rookery on St. George Island 
contained 13,000 fur seals (extinct after 1914) and was located just 
west of East Reef Rookery. During the Russian occupation, appar-
ently in 1836, "Two small rookeries were then on the north shore of 
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Figure 1.-Breeding grounds and range of the northern fur seal. 
other four rookeries became extinct before 1912 but the year is not 
known. 
In addition to the fur seal, the northern sea lion, Eumetopias 
jubatus, breeds on Walrus Island and hauls out on the other four; 
Otter and SI. George Islands each hosts a small breeding colony of 
hair seals, Phoca sp. A few hair seals, apparently from Otter Island, 
haul out on some of the exposed rocks off SI. Paul Island. An 
occasional walrus, Odobenus rosmarus divergens, is seen on SI. 
Paul and SI. George Islands. 
The islands of SI. Paul and SI. George and, to a lesser extent, 
Otter, support what may be the largest marine bird colonies in the 
world. On these three islands are also more than 100 species of 
flowering plants, together with numerous grasses, sedges, rushes, 
lichens, and mosses. Walrus Island and Sea Lion Rock are essen-
tially barren in this respect. 
The arctic blue fox, Alopex lagopus, is on all five of the Pribilof 
Islands. The shrew, Sorex sp., is on SI. Paul Island; the lemming, 
Lemmus sp., is on St. George Island; and both islands have reindeer 
(Rangifer sp.) and possibly the sea otter, Enhydra lutris, from a 
transplant in the 1960's. 
Much has been written about fur seals of the Pribiloflslands since 
1867, the year in which the United States purchased Alaska from 
Russia. This information has appeared in countless scientific jour-
nals, task force reports, popular magazines, and reports by various 
agencies of the U.S. Federal Government, including the U.S. 
Congress. Information about the Pribilof Islands before 1867 ap-
peared in accounts by Bancroft (1886), Dall (1870), and Elliott 
(1884), and publication of the book "Russian America" in 1979 by 
the Soviet Union provided new information about pre-1867 Alaska, 
including the Pribiloflslands. Descriptions of I ife and conditions in 
these islands were given; data on the human populations as well as 
their utilization of fur seals and other marine mammals, plants, and 
sea birds were obtained from the unpublished notes of Khlebnikov 
(1979) for some of the years between 1786 and 1829. 
This paper presents information from the Russian era with further 
details on the management of fur seals on the Pribilof Islands, as 
reported by Roppel and Davey (1965), and how the modern and 
much less isolated communities of SI. Paul and St. George might 
now influence the fur seal resources there. Some research results are 
given; however, the primary objective of the paper is to document 
2 
information accumulated by the author during 26 yr (1956-81) of 
involvement with management of the resource and to list appropri-
ate references to which other scientists can turn for additional 
details. 
RUSSIAN REGIME 
According to Bancroft (1886), the Pribilof Islands were discov-
ered by Stoorman2 Gerassim Pribylov late in the 18th century: SI. 
George in 1786 and St. Paul in 1787 or possibly 1786. During the 
next few years, the islands underwent a succession of name changes 
(KhJebnikov 1979). Called the "New Islands" at the time of discov-
ery, they were later renamed after the company's discovery ship 
"Lebedenski." The names "Zybovyi," "Northern," and, occasion-
ally. "Fur Seal Islands" followed. Finally, they were given the name 
"Pribylov Islands" in honor of their discoverer. 
Human Population 
The islands were uninhabited when discovered, and a labor force 
was required to harvest the fur seals,3 sea otters, and arctic blue 
foxes found in abundance there. This need was satisfied during the 
early years by importing Aleuts from the village of Unalaska on the 
Aleutian Island of the same name (Kh1ebnikov 1979). These people 
at first "took turns" working on the Pribilof Islands, but some 
eventually relocated there permanently and no longer exercised an 
option to return home to Unalaska every 3 or 4 yr as they once did. 
There were apparently considerable fluctuations in the number of 
Aleuts on the Pribilof Islands as a result of this interisland move-
ment. For example, in 1825 the total population of 226 humans on 
the Pribilof Islands contained 189 Aleuts from Unalaska, yet 4 yr 
later in 1829 only 30 of 248 persons were of this race (Khlebnikov 
1979). In either case, the remainder were Russians, Indians, and 
Creoles (the latter were offspring of Russian men/Aleut women 
[Dmytryshyn and Crown hart- Vaughn 1979]). 
'Russian for ship's mate. 
3 According to Khlebnikov (1979:32) "there were at least no fewer than a half million 
of these animals there." 
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Figure 2.-SI. Paul Island . Alaska . and the rookeries and ha uling grounds of the northern fur seal. Sivutch is Russian for sea lion . 
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Figure 3.-St. G~rg. Island, Alaska, and Ih< mokerie. and hauling grounds of the northern fur seal. 
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Up to 181 8 , the Pri bilof Is lands were a pari of the Unilia 'k 
D i tr ic t , but after that year administrative sure r vi~ i on was received 
d irect ly from ew Arkhangel (now S itl-a) . T he pri mary . e trlemenl 
on 5 1. Pau l ls I' nd was con~ t ructed at the southeaste rn end where th 
present village is located. T here were two olher but smaller settle-
ments, one at the eastern cape and the other in the western region. 
All three villages were placed near concent ra tions of fur seals for 
convenience in harvesting and processing the sk ins of these ani-
mals. T he only village on t. George Island was established in the 
northern region . However, a small but permanent camp was located 
in an outlying area west of the present villagc . Taking its name from 
this camp, a nearby rookery was cal led Staraya Artil , l iterally "old 
Artel " or small collective (commercial) enterpr ise . The Russian 
Chief of the Pribi lof Islands sec tion resided on St. Paul but annually 
made a trip to St. George in the summer " to affi rm business 
expenses there and to census the (human) population" (K hlebnikov 
1979:23) . Not without considerable danger, this 40-mi crossing in 
these early years was made in a large "baidara" or "skin boat" under 
sail , a trip that took 7 h. There were casualties and, in at least one 
instance, the island was bypassed altogether and the travelers even-
tually landed on one of the Aleutian Islands. Later, use of a sailing 
ship from Unalaska made the journey much safer. 
Marine Mammals 
Four species of marine mammals were associated with the 
Pribilof Islands at the time of discovery: The northern fur seal, sea 
otter, northern sea lion, and walrus. Scarcely a half century passed 
before the sea otter was exterminated. Khlebnikov (1979:6) wrote 
"Upon discovery of the island ESt. Paul] ... many sea otters were 
found; now they never appear" (reference is ap parently to the 
1820's). He also mentioned (1979:9) that walruses appeared on 
Walrus Island from time to time and that in 1821 they" ... crowded 
the sea lions [on St. George Island], and this (crowded) the fur seals 
on occupied places , however, the next year and thereafter, they 
appeared nowhere at all." Early fur traders said that the Steller 's sea 
cow, Hydrodamalis gigas, was found on the Pribilof Islands in 
extremely high numbers , but was later removed. According to 
Khlebnikov (1979 :6) " . . . this information resembles a fable . This 
animal had sanctuaries somewhere if it existed , but ... [they are] not 
seen anywhere at all at the present time " (as of the 1820's)4 
At the very beginning , the sea otter had the highest value and was 
therefore the most valuable product shipped from the Pribilof Is-
lands . The fur sea l, estimated to number " no fewer than a half 
mill ion" as previously mentioned, was at that time secondary in 
importance to the sea otter, and a lthough harvested, it was appar-
ently taken only in those places where it was most convenient 
(Khl ebnikov 1979) . The early harvests at least were apparently of 
pups , for according to Khlebnikov ( 1979: 14) " When the young fur 
seals , having been born this year, arrive at the proper age and 
approach the time for their departure from the isl and s , then, that is, 
in the latter part of September or first of October, the drives are 
begun . . .. Having driven the whole herd to a flatland, they separate 
the sea lions , bachelors,'; and females and accompany their return to 
the sea. Young design ated for killing are driven closer to the vil-
lage." 
"Sleller's sea cow. discovered in 1741 in associalion wilh the Commander Islands, 
was exterminated by 1768 (Chclnikov 1969; Scheffer 1972. 1973). 
' During Ihi s period. Ihe Ru ssi ans classified males of ages 2-4 yr as subadults and 
tho~f.: e S lirn ~lI e d to be agc 5 yr and older as "dlllt \. During their annual counls of 
I,reeding males . U.S . scient iSIs classify mal es of estimated agc 7 yr and older as adults. 
5 
The p ractic~ of arvest ing pup of both sexes du ring the 170U s 
and ear y IS00':; in autumn compares with the currenl practice of 
tak ing primar ily 3- a nd 4-yr-old male~ in la te June anu July and 
spari ng the fe males _ At fi rst . i .e . , late 1700 's and ear y 1800 's , thert" 
w rc available from St . Paul Island 50,000 to 60 ,000 and from St . 
G fge Island 20,000 to 25,000 fur sea ls (as indicated above. the 
kill s were apparen tly of pups) . The size of the annual harvest 
eventually dwind led tn 20,000-25 ,000 on St. Paul Island and 
5 ,000-8,000 on St. George Is land, a s ituation that led to cessation of 
the ki II on both is lands for 3 yr (1 805-7) and prompted the statement 
that "T he first rule is to not kill the fem ales and bachelors, and above 
ill l, the adult males · ( Khlebnikov 1979:15). Howevt;; the kill was 
resumed in 180S , and from 1786 to 1828, a total of 3,080,655 fur 
seal skins had been shi pped from the island (Khlebnikov 1979).6 
Just when the tm nsition from taking pups of the year to harvesting 
older seals occurred is unknown . In 1822, Chief Administrawr 
Muravev ordered a moratorium on one rookery each October as an 
emergency mea.~ ure . But it was not until 1835 that the females were 
spared and the kill of males was regulated (Osgood et a!. 1915). 
In a land far removed from the amenities of civilization, preserva-
tion of the skins of thousands of fur seals, even the relatively small 
ones taken from pups, must have been a monumental task. The 
Russians accomplished the nearly impossible by stretching the skins 
onto wooden frames in pairs with fur against fur and flesh sides out, 
then placing the " stretched" skins in a specially built drying plant 
warmed with rocks under which a fire of driftwood was scantily fed 
four times every 24 h to mai ntain s l ight heat. Up to 2 ,000 ski ns were 
dried in 24 h on St. Paul Island (Khlebnikov 1979). This method of 
preserving the skins gave way, at least under American involvement 
(1867) with the Pribilof islands and the resource, to kenching 
(burying in beds of salt); the actual year the method started is 
unknown. An entry in the SI. Paul Island logbook for 1871 showed 
that skins were salted in that year. The current practice of brintng in 
a saturated solution of salt began about 1951. 
T here was also a small industry utilIzing sea lions on the Pribilof 
Is lands, primarily on St. George where a thousand or more were 
harvested annually. The much smaller populat inn of sea I ions on S: 
Paul Island yielded 300-400 animal s each year.7 Primary products 
from sea lions included intes tines for making waterproof shirts , 
throat linings for straps, bladders (use not mentioned), skin of the 
fl ippers for shoe soles, whiskers for decorati ng caps and hats , and 
hides for covering the baidars or " skin boats " The hides were 
stacked into piles and left there for as long as a month to rot the ha ir, 
then cleaned and stretched on stakes during the w inter for drying. 
The fat was saved for use in oil lamps and in the cooking fire during 
shortages of driftwood, and as a medium in which to store eggs and 
prevent spoilage. Youn g Ctl lions were taken in addition to the older 
animals to augment the supply of food. Most of the products from 
sea lions were consumed locally; however, some were shipped to 
New Arkhangel. 
According to Khlebnikov (1979: 16), walruses were also taken but 
"Only the tusks are cut out; the meat and skin is left. However, for 
(;According to Khlcbnikov, who mentioned difficulties in obtainil1g ;)ccurate data , an 
additional 700,000 skillS were destroyed on Ihe islands. which mayor may not ha ve 
included 312.324 skins from the old Merl'ulief Company rejected al Unalaska. Thll s . 
4,193.000 fur seals (annual average 100.0(0) may have hlTn laken durin g Ihe 4:' -yr 
period from 1786 to 1828. It seems unlikely [hal an annual harvest of 100.000 pu p'; 
would have depleted a herd even a.s smal I as a half rni II ion. unles; half were females and 
the effects of what must have been J consiilcrable disturbance to (he rookeries were 
factors. 
'Sea lion pups were last born on SI. Paul Island (al ~<>rthcns l Poinl) in 1957 (aut hor s 
personal observatiOn). Kenyon (1962) dOc'ulllellleJ Ihe history of lilnca I ion pop ul ation 
on the I'ribilof Islands. 
some time in the past there has been no significant industry on these 
islands for the walrus." Baleen was collected from beached whales . 
Fox 
The number of arctic blue foxes taken on the Pribilof Islands each 
year ranged between 1.400 and 1,800, with 1,200-1 ,500 coming 
from the more heavily populated SI. George and the remainder from 
SI. Paul. Most were of the "blue" color, as opposed to the fairly rare 
white phase (Khlebnikov 1979). 
Marine Birds 
Murres, Uria sp., and the horned, Fratercula corniculalC!, and 
tufted , Lunda cirrhata, puffins contributed 6,000-9,000 ski:1s an-
nually for use in making parkas. The flesh of these and other birds 
was dried for consumption during the winter and the eggs of many 
were collected for food (Khlebnikov 1979). 
Marine Fishes 
The Pacific halibut, Hippoglossus stenolepis, was much sought 
for food then as now and the Pacific cod, Gadus macrocephalus , 
was also taken (Khlebnikov 1979). 
MANAGEMENT BY THE UNITED STATES 
Following the purchase of Alaska from Russia by the United 
States in 1867, the years 1868 and 1869 were" ... characterized by a 
ruthless slaughter exceeding even that during early Russian owner-
ship of the islands" (Roppel and Davey 1965:451). This practice was 
stopped with the setting aside of the Pribilof Islands in 1869 as a 
special reservation for the protection of the fur seals upon their 
return to land in summer to bear their young and to breed. 
From 1870 through 1909, two consecutive 20-yr leases for har-
vesting fur seals were awarded to private firms operating out of San 
Francisco; the first lease was awarded to the Alaska Commercial 
Company and the second to the Northern Commercial Company 
(Roppel and Davey 1965). Each was mandated by contract to take 
only males. Following expiration of the second 20-yr lease in 1909, 
the U . S. Government assumed total responsibi I ity for the harvest of 
fur seals and the welfare of the Aleut communities of the Pribilof 
Islands. The 40-yr-old policy of sparing the females over the next 45 
yr was also continued. Additionally, extensive pelagic sealing had 
nearly exterminated the herd. The treaty of 1911, ratified by the 
governments of Great Britain (for Canada), Japan, Russia, and the 
United States protected fur seals at sea during most of this period. 
Japan exercised a right as stated in the Convention and caused its 
termination in October 1941. From then until J957, the United 
States and Canada maintained a provisional agreement for the 
protection of fur seals in the eastern North Pacific Ocean (Roppel 
and Davey 1965) . 
In 1957, a new treaty was ratified by Canada, Japan, the 
U.S .S.R., and the United States and entered into force on 14 
October of that year. A primary objective of this treaty, "Interim 
Convention on the Conservation of North Pacific Fur Seals," was to 
determine "what measures may be necessary to make possible the 
maximum sustainable productivity of the fur seal resources so that 
the fur seal populations can be brought to and maintained at the 
levels which will provide the greatest harvest year after year" (U. S. 
Congress , Senate 1970:74). In this connection, the United States 
collected 13,845 fur seals in the eastern North Pacific Ocean and 
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Bering Sea during 1958-74 and is now cooperating with Canada in 
an extensive joint analysis of data on distribution and migration of 
these animals, age and growth, feeding habits, and reproduction. 
These pelagic data, (Kajimura et al. J979,R 1980;9 Lander 1980b)IO 
together with those collected on the Pribilof Islands (Lander 1980a) 
with respect to physiology and medicine, behavior, and population 
assessment, make up the United States' contribution to the overall 
data base of the North American component of the species. The 
results of research carried out by the United States are periodically 
published in scientific journals and are formally reported to the 
Convention's North Pacific Fur Seal Commission (NPFSC) during 
its annual meetings. In addition, the United States uses the informa-
tion as a basis for managing the fur seal resource of the Pribilof 
Islands. In addition to the above documents, Lander and Kajimura 
(1980) have summarized the data on northern fur seals collected by 
the U.S.S.R. and Japan in the western North Pacific Ocean. 
Herd Reduction 
The first intentional harvests of females on land after 1869 were 
init iated in 1954 and 1955 with the taking of all females appeari ng in 
the drives of seals from the hauling grounds that were within the 
body length limits for harvesting males . These animals were used 
pri mari Iy for studies of reproduction but also to provide information 
on the commercial value of skins from females. According to 
Kenyon (1954:31) , II " ... if the COW l2 skins prove to have commer-
cial value it wi II be practical and not detri mental to the fur seal herd 
to continue in future sealing operations to take all cows of commer-
cia! size which appear on the killing fields." The management 
decision based on the answer to this question was especially impor-
tant because a forthcoming reduction in the size of the herd through 
the harvesting of females had as its ultimate objective the limiting of 
pup production to 400,000 annually. The biological rationale for 
this reduction was that at a lower level, survival of the young would 
be enhanced and perhaps the overall pregnancy rate would increase 
as the population strived to reach its natural ceiling in terms of tot a! 
number (Chapman 1961). 
In return for this unprecedented manipulation of the number of 
fur seals, research scientists expected an increase in the total harvest 
with stabilization of year-class survival and an estimated sustained 
annual yield to the harvest of 55,000 to 60,000 males and 10,000 to 
30,000 females. 
'KaJimura, H., R. H. Lander, M. A. Perez, A. E. York, and M. A. Bigg. 1979. 
Prel iminary analysis of pelagic fur seal dala collecled by Ihe Uniled Slales and Canada 
during 1958·1974. Unpubl. rep., 247 p. NaIl. Mar. Mammal Lab., NaIl. Mar. Fish . 
Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE., Bldg. 32, Seanle, WA 98115. 
9Kajimura, H. , R. H. Lander, M. A. Perez, A. E. York, and M. A. Bigg. 1980 . 
Funhcr analysis of pelag ic fur sea l dala collecled by Ihe Uniled Slales and Canada 
during 1<)5~·1974 . Unpubl. rep., Pan I, 94 p. and Pan 2. 172 p. NaIl. Mar. Mammal 
Lab., NaIl. Mar. Fish. Serv. , NOAA, 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE., Bldg. 32, Seanle, WA 
98115. (Submined April 1980 during Ihe 23rd Annual Meeling in Moscow, USSR, of 
Ihe Slanding Sci . Comm .. Nonh Pac. Fur Seal Comm.) 
'OThese data are also presented in various annual repans of fur seal investigations 
and proceedings of lhe Nonh Pacific Fur Seal Commission meelings filed al Ihe 
Nalional Marine Mammat LaboralOry, NonhweS! and Alaska Fisheries Cenler, NMFS. 
NOAA . 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE. , Bldg. 32, Seallte, WA 98115 . 
"Kenyon, K. W. 1954. Alaska fur seal invesligalions , Pribilof Islands, summer of 
1954. Unpub!' rep . , 48 p. U.S. Dep. Inler. , U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv. , Bur. Commer. 
Fish ., Branch Wildl. Res. (Avllilable Nail . Mar. Mammal Lab ., NaIl. Mar. Fish . Serv. , 
NOAA. 7600 Sand Poin! Way NE., Bldg. 32. Seanle, WA 98115.) 
"Females older Ihan pups are also referred 10 as "cows," males of ages 1·6 yr are 
called "bachelors," and Ihe lefln "buJl" is used when referring 10 Ihe adull male 
(eslimaled age 7 yr and older) . 
Not having harvested females in large numbers before, federal 
administrators or managers of the islands and the harvest had no 
guidelines to follow nor was there any information available to 
suggest how, when, or where the females should or could be taken. 
As a result, the early harvests offemales were largely experimental. 
It was already known that few females appear on the hauling 
grounds before late July because most of the animals driven from 
these areas in the past had been males. This and the fact that the 
onset of molt or "staginess" of the skins of fur seals (sometime 
during the summer) adversely affects their value in terms of a DDM 
& f13 product by interfering with traditional fur processing 
methods l4 prompted managers to ask "When would be the best time 
to harvest females and would it be possible to take males concur-
rently?" 
Considering all factors known at the time, managers decided to 
take all females found on the hauling grounds during the normal 
harvest of males in 1956, which, in that year, was extended to 15 
August. They also made plans to carry out an experimental harvest 
of females in September and October of 1956 to measure the avail-
ability of these animals on the hauling grounds; furthermore the 
onset of staginess would be more precisely pinpointed and thus the 
time of season when it would no longer be profitable to take fur seals 
because of it. Additional information about the development of 
staginess among females was obtained between the two major 
harvesting periods by taking 20 of these animals at 5-d intervals and 
examining their underfur; others were removed from the sand beach 
portion of Polovina Rookery in July of 1956 and 1957 (Abegglan et 
al. 1956,15 1957 16) to test the availability of animals from this 
source. These "harem raids" netted 2,983 females from eight 
"drives" and exterminated that part of Polovina Rookery, which has 
not recovered to this date. Additional females were also taken 
directly from portions of Reef and Northeast Point Rookeries in 
1957, but the numbers were too few to have any observable effect. 
Managers extended the harvest of males in 1956 from a traditional 
termination date in late July to 15 August because of exceptional 
survival of the 1952 and 1953 year classes and recent but rapid 
increases in the numbers of idle males on the hauling grounds, 
which indicated a need to reduce recruitment into the breeding 
reserve. During this period, the available females taken from the 
hauling grounds numbered 22,681. A 5-d harvest of females during 
4-8 September in that year yielded an additional 4,807 animals, but 
because 603 or 12% of these had by then become stagey and had to 
be rejected as unfit for processing, plans for additional kills as late as 
into October were abandoned. From the results of experimental 
harvests in 1956 and 1957 (portions of three rookeries were used as 
"Dressed. dyed. machined, and finished. Each skin is subjecled 10 a lanning process 
involving Ihe use of oil from !he fur seal ilself, trimming and removal oflhe guard hairs. 
The skin is also dyed and machined and finished 10 a Ihickness Ihin enough 10 permil 
drawing il Ihrough a napkin ring. 
"A pell is said 10 be slagey when shorI, new guard hairs. called "peepers" by Ihe 
Irade, appear among Ihe underfur fibers and Ihe flesh side of Ihe skin becomes bluish or 
grayish because of new melanin (dark pigment) in !he area. These shorI, new guard 
hairs, which cannOI be removed, inlerfere wilh Ihe "lay' of Ihe underfur in Ihe finished 
produc!. 
"Abegglen, C. E., A. Y. Roppel, and F. Wilke. 1956. Alaska fur seal invesligalions, 
Pribilof Islands, Alaska. ReporI of field aClivilies June-Seplember 1956. Unpubl. rep., 
145 p. U.S. Dep. Inler., U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv., Bur. Commer. Fish., Branch Wildl. 
Res. (Available NaIl. Mar. Marrunal Lab., NaIl. Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand 
Poinl Way NE., Bldg. 32, Seallle, WA 98115.) 
16Abegglen, C. E .. A. Y. Roppel, and F Wilke. 1957. Alaska fur seal invesligalions. 
Pribilof Islands, Alaska. ReporI of field aClivilies June-Seplember 1957. Unpubl. rep., 
162 p. U.S. Dep. Inler., U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv., Bur. Com mer. Fish., Branch Mar. 
Marrunals. (Available NaIl. Mar. Mammal Lab., NaIl. Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA, 7600 
Sand Poinl Way NE .. Bldg. 32, Seallle, WA 98115.) 
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sources of females in 1957 also), and from subsequent developments 
in the processing and marketing of skins from females, managers 
learned that: 1) It is not only dangerous for the workers but impracti-
cal to conduct harem raids because of the aggressiveness of the 
territorial males, 2) females become increasingly available on the 
hauling grounds and on the rookery fringes as the season progresses 
beginning in late July when the organized breeding structure starts 
to break up, 3) it is necessary to harvest most females in August and 
September because it is not until then that they become available 
from sources other than harem raids, 4) staginess becomes a prob-
lem with the skins of animals taken from early September on if they 
are to be subjected to traditional DDM & F processing, 5) staginess 
begins at the nose and progresses to the animal's posterior, 6) males 
become stagey before females, and 7) the younger animals of both 
sexes become stagey before the older seals. 
Backed by years of tradition in sparing the females and with little 
or no knowledge of biology or population dynamics, certain federal 
managers involved with the resource and members of the local Aleut 
communities were understandably quick to question the wisdom of 
harvesting these animals. Tt was emphaticaHy noted that killing a 
female not only took her life and the newly fertilized ovum within 
her body, but left her pup to die from starvation on the rookery as 
well. This same argument had been raised by the United States late 
in the 19th century during the controversy over pelagic sealing. 
Objections of the 1950's, though just as valid, nevertheless 
triggered substantial resistance to the harvest of females and slowed 
development of new processing methods and a bad Iy needed market 
for the skins of older females, which were "very different" from 
those of males in terms of traditional quality. The situation would 
have been much improved had steps been taken to correct such 
deficiencies in the herd reduction program before rather than after it 
commenced. 
There was no particular problem with skins from the younger 
females, i.e., ages 3 and 4 yr, because they had not yet entered the 
formal breeding structure and were as unscarred and clean as the 
skins of males of the same ages. In fact, the skins of young females 
mistaken for males and taken accidentally had in the past been 
included in DDM & F processing with skins from males and sold at 
the same prices. However, the skins of the older females, scarred 
from life on the rookery, had little to offer to an industry based on 
soft luxurious furs coming from the DDM & F process. Other 
problems arose because the rather large kills of females, together 
with the harvest of males, severely taxed the labor force as well as 
processing and storage facilities both on the Pribilof Islands and in 
the Fouke Fur Company'sl7 skin processing plant in SI. Louis, Mo. 
It soon became economically impractical to care for and provide 
storage for thousands of skins that were unwanted for lack of a 
suitable processing method and a market for the finished fur. A new 
method of treating the skins of females by close shearing of fur and 
guard hair was eventually to be developed under the trade name 
"Lakoda." 18 This process overcame problems associated with stag-
iness and scarring but not in time to prevent the destruction of over 
"This firm, since renamed Ihe "Fouke Company," has for many years been under 
conIract to Ihe Federal Government to finish the skins of fur seals laken on !he Pribilof 
Islands. 
"The "Lakoda process," one of closely shearing the hair and fur of Ihe fur seal, was 
cooperalively developed in 1957 by the Federal Govemmenl (through its Marine 
Manunal Biological Laboratory. now Ihe Nalional Marine Marrunal Laboratory) and 
Ihe New Melhod Fur Dressi ng Company in San Francisco. Later, after one or more of 
Ihe "Lakoda" skins had been sent to the Fouke Fur Company for evaluation, S. J. 
Pingree, assignorto the Fouke Fur Company. patenled the shearing process (Scheffer el 
al. in press). 
50.000 k in , lo,; se,; wh i ~ 11 appeareli in otli ci :.tl r,;tord, u\ " skltls n<!( 
uti lized ." 
Managers forJllul ated many courses otac t iOII during several year;. 
01 the herd redudwn prtlg ram 011 hot h is lands 11 ) e l imirUilc as great a 
pc:rcentag.: a ~ po~s ihle of the lalmr cosh ,1, sllci aled with "w mrner-
ci allzal io n" o f tlie un wanted ki n, fron r Ill ule, wh ile achit'ving the 
plan ned [<,J uction Cl'<lble 1). The actual tuke of older, but the tl Je n 
commerc ially worth ks , lema li:s in J 9.'i ~ anJ 1951} was minimi 7ed 
lu some extent by imposi ng an upper bodv length I i mit 0146 in ( I J7 
cm). Larger animais were to be taken in those years on l)l il neces-
sary tu reach quot a:; e ~ta bl is hed to r laking tem a!e~ and reduci ng the 
size of the herd . 1n the ummel' of 1960 , howe ver, lack of males in 
ex pected numhe rs by mid-July prompted managers to seeK and 
obtain permission to abandon theil' ass igned qu ota of 17,500 
females and in its place to take <lil ly it few for resea rch. lip tn 250!ll 
from the hauling grounds of St. Pa ul bl and and 100/d on St. Geurge 
[sland, T he total take of fe males in tha t year \Va, restricted to 4 .315 
and concern over the welfare of the herd brought about it fl urry of 
photographing the rookeries for compari son with past photographs 
in an attempt tu learn if geographical boundaries of the breeding 
areas were actually shrinking in size. Satisi lcd that they were not, 
managers decided that during each of the next 3 yr, from 1961 
through 1963, they would complete quotas cstablished for tak ing 
females with harves ts extended into September, if necessary. The 
managers received instructions from Washington. D.C., to take or 
keep only those skim in 1961 that were from fernaJes wi th dark 
whiskers. a decision that eflectively prevented the processing of all 
animals age 6 yr and older (both females and males through age 4 yr 
have dark whiskers, age 5 yr a mixture of dark and white, and a,~L 6 
yr and older, white. 
The policy of keeping only the dark whiskered females in 1961 led 
to the discarding of nearly 70'7c of the 43,849 skin:, t,IKcn that year as 
unfit for processing (thou gh developed in the la.te 1950 '5, the 
"Lakoda" process was not yet totally accepted by the fur trade). 
Managers alte red their plans for 1962 to selectively kill (on St. Paul 
[sla<ld only) young femaies in July and August and olderfemales tn 
September to demonstrate an ability to take these animals by age . 
This decision followed an atte mpt by the Japalll:se contingent to 
persuade the other members of the North Pacific Fur Seal Commi:\ -
sion to permit pelagic sealing in conJLl nction with hil rvesting on 
land. According to Japan's fur seal scientists, selective killing of 
young temales was possible at sCC! but not on land. The cy,peri-
ment" was moderately successful in that during the: early period 
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<;9 J< ' ,'CLl:c ie l11ak .• t: lk n were PI uge, 2-5 )'r all l! in 5eptcmh r75 7, 
were :lge b yr and old<!L Mllst of the skins Iro l11 the u lder tcmale!i 
t~l ken in I Y6 ~ were not processed . bll n l!i ng t.ht: tuml "not util ized" 
in 1')61 and 1% 2 to m,'rc than haIr Ih.: l(l tal o f 1l 7 ,60q fe males 
h;;rv sted uur ing ! h os~ 1 yr. 
111 196:1 , the l a~t of the lien.! redlJcl im\ years . aI! except a Ie \\' 
l1LmJ red 01 the ski ns lakc lI were kept , regard les_ of age . By this 
ume , rese rves of skins held in sto rage on the Pri bilor lslands and al 
the I' ouke I-ur Company 's plan t had bt:cn depleted suffi ciently to 
acc om mudate add itional s k in ~; . More importantl y, the "Lakodll" 
pro c <'!,' ~ was now gainin g in importance as a method of treating the 
S ~ III ' o t (e males , which were becoming Ulcreasingly valuable in a 
rap idl} .;xpanding market tor the pruduct. T he attitudes of federal 
ad min i st ra t or~ on tlle i.slands and utficials of the Fouke Fur om-
puny W'Crt: reversed almost overnigh t: later there was even concern, 
abo llt maintaining suppl ies of raw skins as average values of the 
~ Lakodus~ close ly approached those of DDM & F skins. 
[n 1964, it was decided to terminate the herd reduction program 
but to try to maintain Ihe population of females at the 1963 level. 
Thus ,'(,lI1aie, it,)~vestcd from 1964 througl' 1968 were considered 
L1lrlus to maintaining herd size at the level achieved by 1963, 
;juring thi,. ncriod, an estimated 45,000 females were needed 
:cilllually to replace breeding animals that died of natural cause:,. All 
above this number, usuaJly between 9,000 and 18,000, were consid-
ered surplus. 
. Iso, in 19M , most of the old lemales appearing in the drives 
wer~ allowed to escape because the new and lower level of pup 
pruduction had been achieved and the need to reduce the total 
num ber of fema les had ended. [n general, only those females having 
black or a mixt ure 01 hl ack and wbite whiskers were taken, which 
esse nti ,tlly restricted tl e kill of this sex in 1964 to those of ages 2-5 
yr. T he kill of females on SI. Paul Island in 1965 was characteri zed 
by a harvest selective for those wi lh black or a mixture of black and 
white wbi ~kers; all fe males available on 51. George Is land, how-
eVt:L Were taken regardless of their wh isker color. [n 1966, there was 
es~en ti a l l y no commercial harvest of fema les on either island be-
cause managers believed that all were needed to maintain the 
population at tlie estimated level in existence at that time, A few 
were taken for researc h and some were ~ilkd accidentally duri l1g 
the commercial harves t of males , bringing the total taken in that 
yearto 4R I. J n 1467 and 1968, females bel ieved to be in excess of the 
number nc:eded to maintain the population were again harvested. 
These animals were taken without regard for age or size;, and the 
rela tive size of each rookery in terms of total population was used ~ 
a gU ide in k illi ng most of the animals. Special efforts were made not 
to ex ceed quotas set for Reef and Polovina Rookeries on SI. Paul 
Island and Cur S,araya Artd Rookery on St. George Island. Because 
of the exlrcl ne a(;c~<:'.;bil ity of females on these rookeries, they were 
considerably and Jisproportionately overharvested during the 
period of heru reduction. 
Thus, the remov:ll ~;~ 270.000 females from 1956 through 1963 
and the taking of nc,wy 51,000 during the period of "population 
maintenance" from 1964 through 1968 bruught the lotal harvest of 
this sex during the i3-yr period to well over 300,000 animals. 
The impetus for reducing the number of temales and, as a con-
sequence, the number 01 pups born had as its primary basis histori-
CI) data that showed a relationship between the size of the pup 
populati"n and survival to age 3 yr. Chapman (1961, 1964) con-
cluded that survival to age 3 yr would be maximized with a total pup 
population of about 400,000, as mentioned earlier. A level much 
10":~ ( than 400,000 would recruit too few pups into the system for 
maintenance of the POPUhlll Ort , wherca~ d<:nsllY Jt!po::nJ ent fac tors 
would hecome operat ive at d hi !/het' level. 
Unton unatel" lilt: slart of the herd reduclion prugr<tm coincJdeLi 
wil h lhe beg inning o f J ded ine in the nu mber of males available [or 
harves t. Thi s dcvclopmclll rC\II'c(( pust objec tlOlls to the remov ~ 1 of 
kmales, n har e$t th~r was now '.'lcwed by 'mme 1I1d ividual a~ a 
lirecl cau~e of Ihe de~ i im: in tht: Humber ( f young mak", 
TIlerI': wa~ ntl Je llying the r\!<ilir)' of J l es~cr nlWlber of Y\)Ung 
m.t les , hu t til re waS no r~1 11m jngical explanation for OJ SUdde n anti 
lii~tress i ng shortage 01 the e animals beg inn ing in the latc 1'150's .1) 
Cont rary to the opinions or fClkml ad III i nisrrators on rhe Islands and 
muny Ilf the Aleu t res iJents It \l'a~ immediarely obvions that the 
offspr i ng () f fem flle~ harvested in I 56 could nOI huve etHereJ the 
commercial harve~t of male~ Iintil 19"9 at Ihe carl icst. Even ~(!. nnly 
imll the pups bom or the :'2.680 lemales taken in 19 ·0 wcre male~, 
of wh ich 80% 01' mme normally would be des tined jl)1' tl.cath be fore 
reaching agc J yr in 1959, Malhemmicallvlhen . those temales could 
/lo t have contributed mort: than 2,000 yeu ng ma.les 10 [t harvest "f 
12,922 3·yr-uld rmlles .: mi ing 31 July in J95Q, a number ins uffi cient 
II ) a-:coun t for a 630( lim p from il lake IIf 34,462 the year he fmc or 
even Ihe J9Cf, decline i'r(1 m 'he lta[ ve~ 1 ,If :::! 1. 113 .'·)r-oid males hv 
~ I July in 1957 
The e sudden and ~ubs tantittl cl1clllges generated specll la tion 
With in the scu::l ltiri c community that sorno; natUlal factornr combi -
nati on of fa eWiS had bec(1rne iunJ<uncntal ly ' Igl'll tic~tnl- ,uch uS 
predati on , d isea ~e , n r ell mati..: cirt: umstancc The h "JkW(lTm , Un-
, mariu illt {J }'Z Sri l s, idcnt ifieu in ItM:- as .. ~ ign i fi cal1 t C1 JJ ~C "r 
murtal ilY among fur ~eal rup~ (Scheffcr et ,II. in Jlf~ss). was im-
med iately Llspect. ll1cre eventu<lll y arose additional C{)n ~c tLl l'e that 
perhaps the invasioll of torcign li shi ng tleets i nl o r\Jasbn wa ter~" 
beginning in the mid-1950"s , IIlfluencecl survivulthrough [\ substan -
fiu l reduction of the I'm ~eal \ ~upply of food around the Prihi ju t' 
Islands duri ng the nurs ing ~ea, on and along i ls migrat ion 'Qrr idor 
between the breeding h'Tounlb and the Aleutian lsldnd~ 
Whatever may have heen the e<1use , man <.lgers ;.lI'ld SCi i!llti <; t~ alike 
saw a 17-yr average hurve~ t l) f 71.5UO mule.' Iw m \ <.)40 lhnugh lQ56 
sl ip to one of barely over 40,000 dur ing the nex t 3 yr The harvcst lll 
1% 0 decl ined even further 10 J6 .UOO. Addi tionul evidence tha t rhe 
onset of the herd reducti on program had no real relaoonshi p to tlte 
decline in the number of male~ available for harvesting became 
apparent with a J ramatic rise to the harvcst or I % 1 to 82, 11)7 . The 
;Iverage J fU1 ual harvest of 45 .. 000 from 1962 th ruugh 1971 , though 
'lOmewhat higher than the average 01 40,000 durin g 1957-59, was 
"ci II considerably belpw the uverCl),!e ot' 7 1.500 duri ng 1940-56. 
Clearly, one or mor~ factor.. , whether ll atura l UT man-made, were 
operat ing to adversely affec i the herd and cause e~ treme l1 uctua-
l ions in year class , urvival and overall . a much reduced production 
01 yOUllg males . . s a result, the NPFSC had b 1':172 recogni.z.ed a 
need lo develop a coord inated land- pelagic program and concentrate 
on new avenues of research. Accordingly, the NPF 'C at its annuai 
meeting that year discussed the des irability of collectlllg fur seals in 
the Bering ea between the PribiloC Islands and Unim;Jk Pass ill the 
Aleutian [slands and of establishing one or more research control 
1"FoUl- yedr old ma lt'" normjJl ly ~k in their arriv;li on the Prihi\( ,r ""land '! ;,hOII [ 
m id-July and the 3-yr-ol ds JtI so :lpprnximatcly 2 wk ia tl.! f. T hu s, .Ill c'(ten t;l {ln of thr-
-.::c:. ;t$un in to Aug ust in;1 given vCilr irKrt'3:o;;cS the L.d< c of ~ ·\'r-o l d " b~J { n . .:duces. the kil l 01 
·-+- yr-olds from th ;.lt ) .? a.r c! :.t ~ the f\lI 'm\ H\~ yC<Jr. Rt.:g lifJk \ s or 'o ut'h e.J. tcnsi utts u/ld 
tIH.!!r t.!(ftcI on the harvest. tlte harvc~t of males sineI-' IQS6 has ht·t'n much ut pl":. ~ l::d 
ove.r what it had been preyiou ~ ly. T tlc decline is \;"t-pcLl ~l lIy evide nt in rhe ~i ll by ) i! <. lf 
cia" ; 5 yr averages are ./},793 (1957· ()1 ) . 36,917 (1962,6(-,) . 31.69 1 (1967·7 1) , an d 
25,311 (19 72 ·76). Yc"r c l"s>c> 1')77 anJ laler have nol yel beel i lOlally subicclcd It! 
hurvest and are therefore not included helP 
9 
are;)s 01) llie Prih ilof \:'hmd, ( orlh Pacil ic Fur <.ie.11 Commission 
1973). The L1 lti mate ohjn:t ive t1f the re.:;e arch at ,ea was tll ,;ompare 
fuelling hab its Itl the 1\)70 ', w illl thust! Ilt the IQ5 0 '~ and 1960's 
tKlljim ura et ul. lont'no tes ~. Q) to determine i there had been 
changes JIl species nr' I'ood taken (I orlh Pacllic Fur Sea l Commis-
~ I on 1973), In 1973. the United States subOliueu and the PFSC 
;uJopled a prop(l ~JI thill W<I" tn prnv ide !l lr renewed emphaSis (In fur 
~e a l rese<lrth in the Bering Sea ant! e,~tllb l ish all 01' SI . George Island 
as n researel1 control urea where fur ~C'als would not be harve,teJ rOT 
~evet'a! ye;,trs (Anonymous 1973 ; North PaciJie Fur Seal Commis-
~ i on (973) Thtl only change made in lhe harvest moratori um on St. 
George Isbnd since then occur,,:d in 1 ~76 When , beginni ng. i nth~t 
year. a li mited nnfl ual take for Inculuse a food was permitled . The 
re 'em ,h planneo for 1973 and ~eventl ~ ul}s ',!uent years nn Sr. 
George Is land wa~ to include the ql[\ecl ion uf i.IatJ 0n: 
I) Behavior and such ac ti vity patterns of adult males as time 
spent establish illg and detending tern tories , 
1') Length of nurs ing-feed ing cycles of la<.! tat tng females . 
3) D i ~hl[l ce tr ;Jv\:lecJ III feeding areas and time ~pent i'eeding hy 
tllclati ng k mal ~, 
4) Activ ity of pups, ~ l1c h ,1S time ~pen r nurs in g and avcmgc 
nu mber of nurSing periods prior [0 !cavin the island . 
51 Activi ty plIltcrns of adll it fema les ~md yOllng males on the 
hauli ng gTounds . 
6) Chan g~ in aCli~ity p:ltt.:rns of fur ~c<t l ~ when disrupted by 
research and management ~ ct i v ilie.~ . 
7) In teract io n betwcen fu r .. .::als ;111(1 nt)rlhern SCa I i() n~ on fur se,t1 
mokcry areas, 
XJ Cau~s or dealh :lnlOng pup~ before <tlld ufter the exp'cted 
inc reasc in nllmber ot males. 
The nited St<ltes helieved it nt:ce,<lry II I o!s tablisb rhe escarch 
t:ol\t ro l area Oil St. Geor ' t: ls l:lnd find " mOn!wriliDl on Ihe haJ v'~ 't (I f 
fur seals Ihere bec~ u~e I)f fuilur of the Pri bilof b land, IleTd to 
I'c·' PO!l(j a ~ ant il' ipatetJ to Changes in the management scheme 
starte in 1956. Instc:Jd at increas ing , the ' Iverage number of ll1a le~ 
Itllfvestell duri ng ItJ57-611 decl ined t0 40.000 and a siro iJar si tuatlOll 
with regard to the lemal e ~ hegJ.Il to develop in that by the early 
1960's, fewe r and fewer young temales were appearing 1m the 
hauling grou nds. In (In ter to complete quotas eSUlb li shed for tak ing 
femaks , especially during Ihe relatively large kills of these animals 
during 1961 - 3, managers fpund it increasi ng ly ncce.ssary to "raid" 
the roo 'eries by skimm ing p:mur ien t fema les off the in land i'ri nfles 
as soon as they became J V~llable lo rlowlIlf! the breakl1? 01 organ izetl 
h reeding in August. 
T he decis ion to im posc the harvest moratori um 0 11 S t. Gellrge 
Islanu rather lh :ln on ,elected rooke ries of 51. Pall I r~ l and and 10 
substantiallv increase the l'esearch etlort there wa - based on several 
factors. First, an analy",s of tag recove ry duta ~howed that the 
degree of homi ng to Lh" Island oJ' birth is consi derably hig he r than to 
the indi vidual roOkery u nits on each . Although fur seab return ing to 
SI. Paul Is land exhibited gr 'ale r homi ng tendencies in all areas than 
did fur seals born on St. George Island , the collective advantages oC 
the latter as a research (:ontrol area outwei ghed those of St. Paul 
Is land in this regard. Second. St. George lsI and contained 20':,{ ut 
the tota l popula tion otlhe PrIbiiof ls la llds or sl ightly less than that of 
the largest rookeri es on S t. Paul Is land (but lhe harvest there had 
declined from 20 'k to I I 'Ii of the total), and had four physically 
discrete sL!hpopu lation uni ts which wou ld permit researc h to be 
carrico out on separtlte \lnits and al low replication of stud ies . 
Additionall y, it would be p ll~ sibl~ to make di rect counts of the 
relatively small pup populations of from 8,000 to 20,000 on St. 
George Island. Moreover, access to the rookeries and hauling 
grounds there was as good as or better than to those on St. Paul 
Island. 
Thus, the first long-term study of behavior in the history of fur 
seals on the Pribilof Islands was launched beginning in 1973. 
Earlier but relatively short term studies were carried out by Barth-
olomew (1951,20 1953, 1959), Bartholomew and Hoe I (1953), 
Bartholomew and Wilke (1956), and Peterson (1965). Although 10 
breeding seasons have si nce passed, these studies are sti II somewhat 
in their infancy because of a need to examine the behavior and 
biology of the herd at its "natural level," which will not occur until 
about 1990 due to the relatively long life span of the species-17 yr 
for males (Johnson 1968) and 20 yr or more for females. 21 
Collection of Data 
Information for studies of the population dynamics of the north-
ern fur seal comes from several sources. Included are data on 
animals harvested commercially, counts of adult males, tagging and 
marking programs, estimates of the number of pups born, counts of 
dead pups, and other measurements of mortality. Notes on the 
development of and various features of these programs are presented 
in this section. 
Harvest of males.- The commercial harvest of males is by 
necessity restricted mostly to the months of June and JLJy and 
perhaps part of August because it is during this period that the males 
appear on land and have yet to start their molt. Before 1930, 
however, it was the practice to take seals in other months of the year 
as well. These "off season" and relatively small harvests were 
conducted to provide food for the people of the Pribilof Islands 
(Bower 1930). After 1929, the killings for food were discontinued 
(Bower 1931) and from 1930 through 1955 what is now considered a 
"traditional season" prevailed, i.e., from a starting date in late June 
to termination near the end of July. The need to take females under 
the herd reduction program started in 1956. However, attendant 
difficulties in identifying young males from females of the same 
ages plus seemingly excessive numbers of adult males on the haul-
ing grounds and rookery fringes also led to the concurrent harvest-
ing of many males in August as well as during the regular season in 
that and several subsequent years. This practice in turn led to 
increasing utilization of each year class at age 3 yr, with the result 
that with each passing year, progressively fewer and fewer animals 
remained alive to return at age 4 yr. Managers responsible for 
overseeing the harvest responded to the lack of males early in the 
season22 by delaying the start of the kill to as late as 7 July (Marine 
Mammal Biological Laboratory 1969) and postponing terrr,ination 
several days beyond 31 July in some years from 1956 through 1968. 
This seasonal shift in the period of the harvest prompted the 
question of whether it was economically preferable to take fur seals 
'''BarIholomew. G. A .. Jr. 1951. Summary of observalions made on Ihe social and 
reproduclive behaviour of Ihe Alaska fur seal during June, July, and Augusl 1951. 
Unpubl. manuscr.. 3 p. U.S. Dep. Inler .. U.S. Fish Wildl. Servo (Available Nail. Mar. 
Mammal Lab .. Nail. Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA. 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE., Bldg. 32. 
Sealile. WA 98115.) 
2lA 21·yr·old animal wearing lag uSA·62IS applied 10 il on Zapadni Rookery of SI. 
Paul Jsland in 1941 was laken Ihere 16 Augusl 1962. In 1981. a new known-age record 
was eSlablished when a 25·yr·old nursing female wearing lag 1·7876 was seen in Reef 
ROOkery, SI. Paul Island. She had been lagged as a pup on NOrIh Rookery of SI. George 
Island in 1956. 
"As menlioned carl ier. Ihe 4·yr·olds peak in abundance on land abouI2 wk ahead of 
Ihe 3·yr·oIJs. 
10 
at age 3 yr before overwintering mortality reduced their numbers or 
to take them a year later at age 4 yr after this loss had occurred. But it 
was not until an analysis of average skin size and relative numerical 
abundance of animals at the two ages was carried out, that it was 
learned that there was I ittle, if any, difference in economic return, at 
least up to the mid-1960's (Marine Mammal Biological Laboratory 
196623). The lesser value of the smaller 3-yr-olds was offset by their 
greater abundance. 
Because the managers preferred an earlier season to take advan-
tage of summer weather (for such outdoor activities as construction 
and mai ntenance), and because the change to a later season had 
made the results of scientific analysis of the harvest data less useful, 
they opted to return to the starting and ending dates of past years. 
The change back to June was made in 1967 with termination near the 
end of July starting in 1969. 
To decrease operating costs and provide time off for laborers 
involved with the harvest, the work week on St. Paul Island was 
reduced from 7 to 6 din 1967 and finally to 5 d beginning in 1977. 
On St. George Island, it had been the practice for the same laborers 
to not only harvest the seals each day but when finished with that 
work to also process the skins. This situation was eliminated begin-
ning in 1963 when managers changed their regime to one of harvest-
ing the animals on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays and process-
ing the skins on alternate days. Both of these changes were possible 
only because the number of animals available for harvesting had 
declined from the much higher levels of former years. 
Other aspects of the harvesting regime have also changed through 
the years. First, it had long been the custom on the PribilofIslands to 
drive the seals from the hauling grounds to suitable killing fields 
and start the harvest during the relatively cool air temperatures of 
early morning24 when the grass is laden with dew to prevent over-
heating of the animals, undue stress, and even the deaths of some. 
Thus, starting times for the drives have ranged from about 0515 h for 
rookeries close to the village to 0600 h for the most distant hauling 
grounds. In years of exceptionally large harvests such as in 1956, 
the starting times were as much as 2 h earlier. The starting times on 
St. George Island were changed from 0515 h to 0830 h with the shift 
from a 6- to a 3-d harvest week mentioned earlier. The later hour was 
possible because of the relatively small kills on St. George Island, 
which seldom exceeded 20% of the number taken on St. Paul Island. 
Second, a "round" system has been followed on both islands when 
harvesting the seals. The round or kill sequence on St. Paul Island 
was 2S and sti II is of 5 d duration, meani ng that each rookery/haul i ng 
ground complex is visited once during the period. Thus, the total 
period of the harvest in a given season consists of several rounds. On 
SI. George Island, the round was only 4 d long, a number equal to 
the total number of rookery/haul ing ground complexes on that 
island (there are six rookeries but essentially only four hauling 
grounds). The 4-d round on St. George Island was changed to one of 
3 d beginning in 1963 when harvesting was restricted to Mondays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays. 
2"Marine Mammal Biological LaboralOry. 1966. Evalualion of fur seal skins by age, 
sex. and melhod of processing. Unpub!. manuscr.. 29 p. U.S. Dep. Inler., U.S. Fish 
Wildl. Serv .. Bur. Cammer. Fish .. Mar. Mammal BioI. Lab. (Available Nail. Mar. 
Mammal Lab .. Nail. Mar. Fish. Serv .. NOAA 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE .. Bldg. 32, 
Seallie. WA 9~1I5.) 
2' Seal drives were occasionally made Ihe day before Ihe harvesl on Reef Rookery and 
Ihe animals held overnighl in frOni of Ihe vi llage. The lasl such drive was made in 1950. 
"Exceplions from 1967 Ihrough 1972 occurred on SI. Paul Island when managers 
allempled 10 maximize Ihe kills firsl by inspecling Ihe haul ing grounds Ihen conducling 
Ihe harveSllhe following day from Ihose wilh Ihe mOSI seals. 
A representative of the Washington office of the Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries (now the National Marine Fisheries Service) 
noted, when visiting St. Paul Island in 1965, that a substantial 
number of males were being rejected from the harvest, many of 
which appeared to be just sl ightly over the upper body length limit 
established for harvesting in that year. This was during an era when 
field decisions concerning the harvest and even strictly biological 
questions were often made by members of the Washington, D.C., 
office staff. Because of the observation, an extra 854 males were 
added to the harvest in that year to test the commercial value of 
"oversize" skins, many of which were of ages 4-5 yr (Roppel, 
Johnson, and Chapman 1965) and of commercial quality. A non-
biological problem associated with the taking of males over a 
certain body length at that stage was that their relatively large skins 
could not be accommodated within the drying hoops and other 
equipment used by the processing contractor. Many of these large 
skins were from seals of the same ages as those normally taken and 
were equal in quality and sold for higher prices (the contractor 
requested, but was not granted, permission to develop new process-
ing equipment, but instead was permitted to trim large skins to fit). 
It had once been the practice to harvest seals on Sea Lion Rock 
(Fig. 2-Sivutch) and such other inaccessible places as a gravel 
beach just east of East Cliffs Rookery on St. George Island (Fig. 3) 
and Ardiguen Rookery and an exposed reef off the western end of 
Zapadni Rookery on St. Paul Island (Fig. 2). It has been many years 
since seals were harvested on these areas. Firecrackers were used in 
1967 and 1968 on St. Paul Island to frighten the animals off inacces-
sible reefs (Marine Mammal Biological Laboratory 1970a, b) and 
from under cliffs and presumably to some nearby hauling ground 
where they would then become available for the harvest. 
According to Gentry (1981), males of harvestable ages are most 
abundant on land between 1300 and 1900 h, a fact to consider with 
respect to the time of day the harvest is carried out. In this connec-
tion, managers conducted three experimental harvests in 1981 on the 
Polovina Rookeries of St. Paul Island during the afternoons of 23 
June and 10 and 17 july. The conclusion, however, was that it would 
probably never be feasible to implement a full-scale harvest in the 
afternoon as opposed to a starting time of 0500 h currently in effect 
because I) the seals are much more alert and aggressive later in the 
day and can escape into the water with much greater ease and speed, 
2) the animals would be subjected to higher ambient air tempera-
tures and possibly death as a result of overheating, 3) the driving 
and handling of large numbers of animals over long distances and up 
steep slopes would not be possible because 0[2), and 4) the sealing 
crew would be resistant to such a change (Scordino 1981 26 ). 
The use of right maxillary canine teeth in determining the ages of 
fur seals has been described by Scheffer (l950a) and Scheffer et al. 
(in press). Bauer et al. (1964) examined the potential of using 
weights of eye lenses to determine the ages of fur seals. The latter 
investigators found that although the lenses did in fact grow heavier 
with age, the overlapping of weights between ages precluded any 
useful application of the results. Thus, the best technique so far 
developed for determining the ages of fur seals is still one of 
collecting, cleaning, and "reading" maxillary canine teeth. Anas 
(1970) measured accuracies in assigning ages to fur seals and found 
them to be within acceptable limits. The NPFSC also conducted 
reader tests among member scientists, not only to measure ac-
"Seordino, 1. 1981. Report on the experimental afternoon harvest of fur seals on St. 
Paul Island in 1981. Unpub1. man user. , II p. (Available Pribilof Islands Program, 
Northwest Reg. Off., Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand Point Way NE., 
Seattle. WA 981I5) 
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curacies but to standardize the methods and techniques used by 
scientists of different countries to determine the ages of fur seals 
from canine teeth (North Pacific Fur Seal Commission 1967, 1970, 
1979, 1980). The Marine Mammal Biological Laboratory (1969) 
summarized the results of one reader test conducted by the NPFSC. 
Abegglen (footnote 15), Roppel, Johnson, and Chapman (1965), 
and the Marine Mammal Biological Laboratory (1969) discussed 
sample sizes with respect to the collection of maxillary canine teeth. 
A beginning sample in the early 1950's of 5% of the males harvested 
was increased to 10% in 1956 to eliminate inaccuracies and variabil-
ity found in the smaller sample. Kills of 100-300 males, mostly on 
St. George Island, were sampled at the 20% level and those of <100 
at 30% or more to achieve representativeness. In 1966, the sample 
was increased from 10 to 20% of those taken to provide better 
representation of the relatively small numbers (10% or less of the 
total) of 2- and 5-yr-old animals harvested. 
Thus, body size, age composition, and a prescribed season be-
came primary considerations of the managers in controlling the 
harvest of males. Changes in the maximum limit of body length are 
imposed to modify the utilization rate of the year classes, whereas 
lengthening or shortening the season at the end of the kill in late July 
increases or decreases the harvest of 3-yr-olds in a given year and 
influences the size of the harvest of 4-yr-olds from the same year 
class the following year. The results of these manipulations are 
reflected most immediately in the age composition of harvested 
animals as determined from annual collections of canine teeth and 
several years later by changes in the number of adult males. A 20-yr 
practice of counting over- or undersized males "rejected" (permit-
ted to escape) during the harvest was abandoned at the conclusion of 
the season in 1960 primarily because there was no way, short of 
marking the animals, to separate seals counted once from those 
counted two or more times. 
As mentioned by Roppel and Davey (1965), limits of body length 
for taking males were established after 1912 and applied first in 1922 
to restrict the kill to males of age 3 yr. From 1922 through 1958, 
these limits were a minimum of 41 in (104 cm) and a maximum of 
45.75 in (116 cm), tip of nose to base of tail. At the end of the 1958 
season, managers considered the number of idle males (as counted 
on the hauling grounds and rookery fringes during the breeding 
season) to be more than needed for recruitment into the breeding 
stock and raised the maximum limit for 1959 to 46.75 in (119 cm) to 
increase utilization of the year classes. The maximum in 1960 was 
lowered to 45.75 in (116 cm) but raised again in 1961, this time to 
47.75 in (121 cm). 
The old technique of classifying harvested males by body length 
to reveal age totally gave way to the new method of determining 
ages from maxillary canine teeth beginning in 1962, but use of body 
size as a guide in selecting males for harvesting was continued and 
occasional checks were made of the lengths of harvested animals to 
ensure that the workers took only those within prescribed limits. In 
1962 (and all subsequent years when an actual numerical upper 
length limit was imposed), the approximately I-in-long (2.5 cm) 
tail was included in the measurement. Thus the range of 42 to 48.75 
in (107-124 cm) from tip of nose to tip of tail in effect that year was 
actually equal to the range used the previous year (1961) of 41 to 
47.75 in (104-121 cm), tip of nose to base of tail. The 1963 season 
started with the same limits (42 to 48.75 in or 107 to 124 cm) as used 
in 1962, but the maximum was removed early in July and all males 
without a mane (long, silver-colored, guard hairs on the shoulders 
and on the back of the neck) were taken throughout the remainder of 
the season. This relaxation of control, which continued through 
1968, essentially permitted the taking of all available 4-yr-olds and 
lIlorc. tilan the nonl1ut I1lll nber of 5- ~l1\.1 6-yr-oh.k 1 hl: mi nlflJulll 
lim it of 42 in (!O7 ~m ) Will> tn ~ intajned thn)ugIHl ll l lhdi- yr pC' noJ In 
l,rotecl Ih.; ;! . yr·old s. 
111i: level of util iL;Jt ion contwuer! J uring the next 3 yr (196Q-7 11 
;tnJ -:ven increased ~I i ghtly Ihrough relnllv,,1 ( )I Ihe lowcr limit 
altogether to perln it thc lakin!! of' nil available 2·vr-o/ds in an effort 
to learn if the to(ul number appearing on lalld woulJ be lIst!ful as II 
gui e in predicting he SI Le of year class relllm ,II age 3 yr (earlier, 
ht: lower Io:! ngth li mi t had bet!n removed for a limited number nf 
..Jays only fo r :;uch ,tllllie~-20 und 2 -1 July in l)('7 anu 22-2t'l lui) 
Juring 1964-66anu It)fiR.7 1) . Th us, .Ill fTWle~ fou nu 1111 the hauli ng 
gr"ulld.~ in 1969. 1970, amI 1971 were t:.Iken r gardJess or ,iz as 
Illng a~ lh y Jld nOl have u mane . A mini mu ll l lengl b limit W' s never 
again imposed hecausc thc num ber of :!.-vr-olds tnken ill uncon-
trollcd ~ l luatlon s w" not considered cxces~i\'l: (the skin ot the 
re lati vely .; mil I! ~-y r-(lltl i~ of k s v:i1l1e than thc !u!,!!':f,kin ofa ,-()r 
4-yr-old) . 
In 1972. managers rerh!cetlu~e uf the mane with -1.9 in 112.1 ~1ll1 
It ip 1)1' nOM! to tip o f la d) a .. an upper hmit llf bouy length . Fnlm 1(17) 
tilfll U 'h Jl>7'i , th upper li mit 01' .15 . 75 in (t 16 ~n\1 (fOumkd to.1(i ill 
II' tl7 eml u 'ed from 1'122 through 1955 anJ in 1960 was <.Ig<un 
imposed to JIlcrease the escapement 01 young mules into the breed-
ing reserve. Mi.lIlil ge rs Imer reuliz.cd that becau~e of th.: chan!!e In 
962 In mC!l~uri ng :-e;tI~ to the tip rather than In tht! a e f) ' tht! wiI , 
Ihey aClUail too,," .tn imal \1[ 4: in (114 ' m) in length from 1973 
Ihrough 197:; in,t aJ or -+6 in (117 em) ,IS plJnn ( for Ihe year . . 
111er f re . the upper limit in 197flwll., inL'reuSedlo-+7 in (l 19cm 1 to 
c()mpensute for the approximately I-ill- long (1. 5 em) tail and pre· 
"umably. pro ide fl'r year class escape ment similar to the proportion 
permitted fro m 1922 through 1958 and In I % 0 . An upper IImil of 47 
In (119 cm) was used agaIn in 1977 
The 1978 ~eason ,tartell with an upper lim it of 47 in (I t9 .. l lll. hut 
wa~ i ncrea eu 10 .+9 in (124 .:m) <"frecti v· 11 July [0 rc:d lm~ IZ., ap~ · 
men!. which managers bel ieved ha b en e. C ~\i e in re 'n t yenI' , 
. indicateJ bv gfl)win !! l1 umbers ot' adult mal S I:oull ted nn the 
hauli n ground~' aml II'i nges ot the roo Keries . Al lhough managers 
wante to lise 49 in ll24 em) aga in in 1979, tbe limit of .. 7 in (Ill) 
em) was imposed because Cana a woulJ not agree to lbe I:hange 
wi thout bac "round maleri al to ju~t ify It. T hi s material was later 
Jeveloped and a limil f 49 in (1 2 em\ used Juring 1980-31. The 
effect of these cha nges will b eV:ll u~teu in the fUllI re to de termine 
how they influe nce prouuctivity and to ascertain whether addJti o n ~1 
measures must be lak<!n to produce lhe desired result, wh ich is to 
maxim ize the harvest anJ control the .:scapelTl ll t of _flung male. 
into the hr edi ng reserve , 
Fi nall y, il should he noted that tlte Jge- /) ( dy length Stilll d J.n:h 
es tabUshed between 191 3 anJ 1918 (Roppel ;.lIld Davey IY65 l , bUl 
firsl llsed in 1922 as mll1imum/ maximum limi ts I'm harvesting seals, 
in icated the 3-yr-olds as ranging lip to u lenglh 01'45.75 in (116 em) 
'IIlU that males withi n the 46 to 51.7. in 17- 131 cm) rang.: were 
considered 4- yr-olds . Offic ials at the time recogni zed that thcre II as 
an overl apping or lengths of any lhr e cons 'clIti ve age class , . 
Scheffer and Kenyon (195227 ) and Wi l e (1953 .:1 " 19552 ") ,howed 
" "chener. VIl .. and K. W KCIl."o" 1<)52. AIn., ka fu" cal inYclt ig.ll ions: Rcp0rl "r 
' lUlltes on Ihe P,ibil" f 1, land, in 1952. I 'npuhl. r p . . 2 ~ p. LI.S . IRp. Int ~ l. . U.S. 'j,h 
WilJl. Servo (twa ,l ahlc 'all. Ma r. M;lIllnwl Lab ., "1,111. Mar. Fish ~rv . . \/OA A. 7('()O 
S;lI1d Poi nl W"y E .. Bldg . 32. ~e;" lIe . \VA ,I ~II~! 
" Wil ke , . 195 ) I;"kit lll,·,ca l in vestigation< . P,ibi lu!' 1, lands . A la ska . Su mmer 
"I N5..1 . l 'npuhl. n: p .. ,.\ r. U.S Ocr. Intel. . lJ S. pish Wild I. $ers., lJ , an dt WilLlI. 
Rc • . IAva i lable Nail. ,\br. Mammal L.lh .. Nail. Mar. !'isll. So,v .. NOAA. 7()()U Sand 
PI,il)\ Way I .. Bl d~ . .12. Seat lle. WA \lRI IS.1 
" Wi lke . I'. 1<)5 5. Alask" Itlf seal invc, li,,3 Iill"'. Pl ibiln!. 1., I;rn ct ,. Al as k;r, II)~~ . 
" "p ubl. rep .. ~6 1'. U.S . D"J) Inle r .. l: .S. f"i , 1l Wilell. Serv .. Branch WlllI l. Re , . 
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thilt Ihere wa~ some overlapping in the bod y lengths of 3- and 
.1-)r-ul u 1m ,enb . Ropp.:1. j( hn ,on. :.tn d Chapmnn \1 965) demoll -
, Irtlled cO Il ~ i derahle overlap iug III 196 _ mea, uIi ng J ,005 3-
'r-lI fd n ia ll'S tugged as pups In 1060, 'l\ven t -nine per ent of the,c 
;JnimJh WNJld have been cJa s ~ i fieu ;IS -i--yr· ,)lus ac.(·ord ing to the 
Ilreviou ~ ly established age-lengt h standards . 
Li IIlits ot body lelll!th used to control the harves ts or males rrom 
1)22 throllgh 19x I arlO ,ummanzed in lab l ... ~ . 
"bl~ l.-limil~ of b,xJy lenJ:11t USl'd locontrolllie honest uf male sell~ , Pribilof 
,land" AhLsku, 1922·111. 
blr \IIilliOlunJ 
u111 -)>I. J 1- 111.\ 
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- 14)"T 1 'i line 
["if! 7~ on~ 
I""H \f\ln~ 
I r/71 1 Ntln~ 
flXIJ 'on' 
'IK I \lpoe 
Ip 1' \ rlO ....... hi ha Jt'l:l11 . 
Boov IC01!tl1 Cin-L"m ) 
.j~.7) 116 
4-ti7" - 1IQ 
~ - .r 116 
~ 7 . 75 12 1 
4. 7:) - 1 ~ ~ 
Mnxitllum 
.1", 75- 12-1 10 c;rrty July ,n 
1903. thelea (I~1 I II Ihul \ ca r 
Wl O "Uri ng hiM MI, , 11 wllho~1 
manes ( long: sdva-colon:d 
~ II JrtJ hal r<~ (10 the :-.houldcf"i 
WIll on the hac. 0 1 I e n~k) . 
\11 wilhuu{ rnanc, . 
1'l- 12~ or ks'. 
Jr>. 117 or Ie" 
·17, 11 9 or Ie,", 
.!7·1 19 tlr k >s {""'" gil 10 Jil l\' .11Id 
4 1) - 12 -..1 or I C.'~ Inclt'al t 
H-lllJ or ie" 
.N 12-l V I 1~ ·· , 
-~ · 1 14 fir Ie,' 
lrr\ 'f l~)'Cl"lir Ol la". TheaJJlll(lq"llln{ 2 ~<nr)1"lhe llnl!ll'cginnt n u tt I 19 (>2 
.K (IH1Utcu hit tIle ..::hu.ng.~ in 1Ut::J~ u til lg ft uln b,~" c t ~ 1 tip oflJil. ~ ... hic" j.., Jprro:'(imlt lcl) 
I III (e.< " li to ill lenglh . 
nl ' proportion 11 ' milks perm uted 10 ('~' ;Ipe Ih · hitrvest ,orin! a'H3 -75 WD ~ 
inle nde,if,' ~'llI"llIml Jurilll' I 'J2.2 -5R anti ill 19(,0. hence the retll rn III an uppel II lIIi t ell 
.1<, 1;, / I I' 'mt In Ihl.,e 3 yr. Begi nil i Ill( 111 1'11>2 . 11m'" ,er. he i r crt lire I ;lrI. , iJllll·,.,h"" 
,lie I' a,e. \\.", ",cd, therefore Ihe liml! dllrin" 1·)7)·75 sh""ld hflve been 7 in I II Y em) 
tu lllCOU I1( 1(11 the appInx ll ll ~L(' h J in (25 t.:mJ lUll tail. 
Elf dive II Julv, Ihe urI'''' lim;1 W.''''''I,.J from 47 in 1119~mlll).)9 in {124 "IT! , 10 
rllocn"e IhtJ ul I1i;: tli" u rate. 
Iarv~st of femRles .- s ment ioned earl ier, lew fem aLes are 
..va! lable lor hm esting on lund unt il heginning in late July when 
the voung ani mals ofages 3 and 4 yr come onto the hauling grou nds . 
Ihe so-called harem ~ tr uc rll re breaks up , ,\Ild sllCIle I1f the breeding 
It:mdle~ move to these areas from t. he rn(~kerie~. It ha. been ~peCl{ ­
'ateu that the laller, most <.)1' which were parturient that same sum-
mer. hud lost thei r pL! 'Ihrough Jeath and therefore had no part icu-
jar <.IlIeginne· 10 the rookery during Ihe rema inder Ilt thal hreedin <> 
seas n. 
Nearl , 7 ,000 lema les were sampled from the commercial har-
ve~ l, during 1956-6i'i and class ified by age , reproductive condition, 
hotly length, and vibrissal color. From thi . researc h i.t was learneu 
Ihat ome. but nol all . of Ihe females fir t give birth to pups when 
4- r-old rath ' r than at ages 2 and 3 yr ;b once believed (Abegglen 
anu Roppel 19 9). that fe males I n the rookeries art concenlrateu 
within the ;jge range of 5 th rough 9 yr, llnd that mosl females throll h 
age 4 yr have black vibr is.:ae , the 5- vr-olds generally have a mixlure 
II ' ;ji"<I, lcl\;1!1 ,\ l JI Mall"""I !.JI). Nuli. Ma,. Fi'h . SCf\·. , NOAA . 7()(1(l 'uno I'-' illl 
\ \a\ NL . [) I d~' .. H . SC:rllic. \\;.\ ') ' 115.) 
" f Il lack and wh ite .. and those age (l ) r and older have white 
whiskers . In addit ion high proportions, e.l:' .. o-J. /fi' I fth( se taken on 
S t Paulls laml in 1956, of the harve. led remales age II yr and older 
had not produced pups in the year exa mined. Eithe r their reproJu~ ­
l ive lives were comple!ed or not :III Icmales of these ' Il!C.S ",en.: 
pruduci ng p ups each year. 
l-emale, I"ken nn Ihe Pribiluf Islands from Ig5fi Ihr0<1gh 1968 
were pri mar il y from two source, -the hau ling gmumls·"" .. lOti r(lok-
er fr inges. Animals within these groups di ffer conSiderably wit h 
res pect to their pregnancy rates . According to Abeg!! len et Ill. 
( 1959),;; ) i( i()% of 950 moka y females had borne lipS the sllmm T 
they were tak n whert!as o nly 68'if- Lll' 1 A I4 known to have !leen 
laken sole ly from haulin g grounds wue re ently p.lI"Iurient. Thus . 
Iher is no known way to de termi ne a proper mix of fe males rrom the 
'ar iou> sourCt~ on land that w(luld yield a ~at i sfac torv and usab le 
cs!tmate of the true pregnancy at e."~ The fi life of 60% IIsed over 
[he years has heen den ved from ['ur seals wll eeled at sea where Ihe 
intermi xing: )f re m~ks " t various ag es and reproductive con<i iti uns 
i d.~ sumed to at least he more comple te . Tab le :3 is a SU ITlmar. of 
inFormation on annu al quotas and actual numbers of fe m.de, take n 
l'n the Pri hilor I lan s fro m 19:;4 through 146X and on thc ~o\lrce () ( 
~ males kil le<l on Sl. Puul hland (females were taken from the same 
sources on Sr. George Island but thi s informalion was never dOCll -
menled) . 
In 1957 .lOd IY."i 8 the presence or absence of mil k in Ihe mam-
mary glands was reeor ed for most fema les laken b tl! found Llnr li-
• bl as an index of reproduct ive ~ondition . Milk or mil k-like Illi id 
w, s fou nd with in the mamm ae of nulli par( ,us anLi nonpregntlnl 
parous ani mals and in some instances the entire gl andul ar [Iss ue was 
s!n pped from the carcass durin g skinnin.c, ma ing i t i mpl)s~t b le 10 
collect conclusive J atn one way or the other (Aheggle.n et al. 
footnote 16. IG5 S;;;'). 
Ski ns from 1. 153 males and 1,609 females were: [' ,)!Ieeled and 
markeu J uring 1951'l -65 to perm it ident ific tion through pr(lces.c; in o 
into fi nished I'ur~ . Se veral biologica l attributes. purtieu arlyage Jnd 
sex, were then re lated to the finished grade and size of eac h sk in 
(Abegglen et aI. footnotes 31 and 33, t961;3<1 Ra ppel et . I. 1963; 
Roppel. Joh nson, and hap man 196 __ ; Roppel. Johnson. Anas . :.I nd 
Chupman 1965 . Thes ki nds of data were later anal yzed ill deta il b 
I",\reas Jd ia.('CJlt It) the f(.1tlkt.:1 il.' .\ wht.:n:: nonbrel'u ing fur ~eJb con~ re= :Ht: Of ntterc 
b rt:('Jin~ h:'m ait.: " II W)' ;l~ ' ~mbk f"O lI O'.'l i tle' 111(': Je:.ul t , bl UwLr p LlP~ 
11Aheggk rL C . E .. A . Y. Rappe l, ~IIIJ F. \VB ~e . ~ ' )5q . Fur s(" '11 inv · :. ti~ d! lO n s. 
PriMlloi IsI"nd, . AI;"k;, . Rq,-" r! ollkld ",·,i vi ,,,". l llll" .Sc!,leml",r 1'J ~ 9. Unruhl. '~I'., 
fT2 p. u.s. Ikp. Ill ler. , I~ . F"h Wi ldl. S~ n· .. Sur., ntnm~r h sll . . Mnf . " 1.1111 mill 
i{e,. (Ava ,l ab lc, ',( I. M"r. 1' ''10",1 LUh . . N'lli. Mar. h sh . Serv. , NOAA , 7(l1HI Sand 
r~,i,, ( W.y NF.., Bid". 32. s.:~ttk . WA ')8 11 5.) 
:.J:!TrJI! ~ tl lllates of pregnane\' ralt" Jrom l.tnd ·ba!-. c'lJ ,\itInpk" C UI be calcu tukd Ir 
~\ reg nancy i J lc.s __ urh i.1~ those t.kvelopcJ Ilv ..-\het! glcn 'd:..al \ fOll lnule JIJ ...... t!l.: .1!la ln 
IIhlaincu :mu 1.." 'I lIhi ned wit h l".'~l im at~·." of Ihl! mil 11 her o( parturient tcm:lk~ (Ihe 
~'1llj alent "I Ihe numhc: r of rup~ ht1m) \.I ud c'l imnl l!: " o r te:mak " using the h,wling 
::? rou nds , tIle lan er to be dcyclOpt:d from mark/ recap ture CX p CTIl1l\::n ts conducted LJ te 10 
the: Sl.' aSQn wilen )llos l nonpa.ttu r iCIl I fCnl~l J es <.Ire o n the Iwuling groundb. {R . DcLoll ).!. . 
\VIIJli fl..: Rc", r.;arch Biu;o rList , ~u\ i ulli.l l Marine Mi..Iln m.,1 Luihlfafurv. \loJl11We-Sl UI 1t..J 
AI", ka ri;l1ellh C"0I , ,-.- 7600 Sand Point Way 'I E .. Bldg . . 12. S~"ttlc. v,:" 'IX IIS. 
r"' ... . tOnll""". \ Iarch Iq~ 21 . 
·"" Abcngkn, C. E., :\. Y l<uppel. anu F. Wi I,". 195H , h lt "",1 1 00 e>li ~:""lf' S . 
p,. ihll"f Isllln<1<. A""KJ . Repon of tidd ""t;\" il io,. J llnc· S~ ple n1 OC r 1958 . ('nl'"bl. 
r'"l '., IX? p. U.S . Dep In (er .. I! .S. Fi.sh Wil dl. Se rv .. Slit. CIlJnmc:r. Fi.,h, !'c",inn 
~'f"l. ' 1amn,,'! Ik, . (Availahle NaIl. M"r. Mam m,lI I,:lb .. N",1. M"r. Fis h. Serv .. 
:slOAA . 7600 S""d P"i", Way N E., Bldg. , 2. Sell tt le. \\A '181 15.) 
" '.\bc~kn, C. E., A. Y Roppel. A. i'vI . 1uhn , on. and F. Wilke. 19(' 1 Fur sell I 
lin cst igat iOfl:'l . Prtbi lot" bland!'.. A laska. Repo r t III fid<.1 altl\ jri ..; ;-. . JUIlt: - \I\e-mh .... r 
140 1. tillpuhl. rep .. 148 n. l .5. D~p . Inler .. L.S. Fi,h W,ldl. S"rL S" r. ComllleT. 
Fish .. MOlt. V"'mm .. 1 BioI. LdJ. (;\ '·3d"hle !IoU(1. .VI. r. Mam mal Llb., }iatl. Mar. h,h 
Scrv .. i\OAA. 7600 SandPuinl W,lv 'IE ., Bldg. 32. Se,,,,k . WA 9H I I5. ) 
!3 
ht: Marine \bmmal Bio l'gical Lahoratory (footnote ~3 ) and Schef-
f~' r fi n I Johnson. ;l" ."" 
J. T. Fouke of the Fouke Fur Company in a Jetter dated 26. larc h 
1% 2 had this to say at-out 117 sk in s trom females (1f .tges 2-5 yr 
ell lecleu by Schdfer and J" hn son (footnote 35 , p . lJ ) li)r research 
lin lj ual ity: "The result, " f processi ng this group ~eem to be quite 
~ a t i sfa(; tory . . lL i~ ,)ur (eeling t h~t it Ihe females could be kept 
within the limi ts o /" these 117., there would be no great p roces~. i ng 
di Hi cult ies .... Alt hough they ;:! raded well , witll 3 substant ial 
number of regu lars , we bel lew lhat thest: , kins still fall below male 
gr ~ld · s . In ot her w(.lfds , proportions o f Fines, r's and II's (all regular 
grades) run toward the Il'~ . or the 11l\~ cnd . whereas males tend in 
the other tl irect ion. In lar" e quanti ties th se J ifferences in size and 
grJdc becom im orlant considerations. " The fur processor (F()Uke 
Fur Company) also offered several reasons why the ski ns of fem ales 
were generall. 10 ver ·n va llie fhan those from ma les : 1) Sma ller 
sile. 2 ) !l,u rower distance hctwet! n Hipper holes . giv ing a reduced 
area " I' fUt", 3) thinner and sil kia fur and 4 ) more I" s of fur fro m 
Ir i!11lTl ino lULi ng the manu fact ur ing process because of the mam-
mae (RappeL Johnson , and Chapman 11.)65). 
Schet"le r (1962) publ ished extensi.ve ly on cllafacteris tics of nor th-
ern fur seal fur and Schcfkr [l nd Joh nson ( 11.)63) discussed the 
m(lltin g process and c{,mparcri differences bel ween males and 
fe mul ~ in Ih i" res pect. 
Counts or adult males . The counts of adul t males beg~n in 
JY I I and Jl" ve been continued , inee to meawrc~ recru itment of young 
m.lles into the breed mg stock . rllev urc not, however. made com-
pi tely without r isk to the L·e nsus tJker who in pl (lces mus t cx pose 
hi lTl~elf to rhe ex trC'mcl y aggressive behavior ' II" the terr itoria l harem 
mll it:s. Condit ions wi th respect to safety are now much improved 
over what the v were in 19 I I when d evuted structure" presently 
rderrell to n, IripoJ s • .Il1d catwalb did not ex ist. In IYI . the cenSU fi 
tak er experi rne nted wi th a hand- held ladder perched su ffi cienl ly 
h i~ h on the cr st of the beach to permi t u view of the wate r 's edge for 
the count (Bower I 19) . This method of elevati on , howe vcr, ex-
posed Ihe ce.nsus lJ er to the pOSSIb ility of falls l() the rocks below. 
~p ciall y Llur ing \ iIld )" condi ti ons wh ich made it di ffie lit 10 hold 
the ladder. S;j re ' ult. plans were considered for "pla tform walk-
wuy~ " in J91 , but it was nOI unt il IY21 that the firs t was bu il t-on 
Rt!ef Rookery of St. Pa.II ! ls land (Bower ! ~22). Walk ways were 
erected on Little l<r padni , L .t padn i, and Vo~tochni Rookeries of St. 
Paul Is land . and StaraYi1 Artil Rookery 01 St. George Island the 
fn lluwinf' year tBo cr IY2l). onstruction continued through the 
nt:l. t several years unt il a reusonably lull measure oj" safety to the 
census luker was ach ie ved in rel ation to the size or the fur seal 
popul at ion ~t Ihat time. This si tu ati on. however, chanm:d with ti me 
.lOd increases in herd size so that by mid-century there had deve l-
I'PCU a eed for addi t ional tripod/catwalk construct i.on, most of 
which was accomplished in the IY6U', . These -;lructures nOI only 
provided safety for the census taker hut im pro ved the accuracy of the 
COllnh by elim inating an almost constant need to ward off aggres-
sive males. 
" '>d), lin. v. B .. and A. ~ 1. .J olon,on. 962. Relx ,,·, on a , ,,ml' le of Ic ,,, ,,1c ,cai.lk in, 
' '''c·n nn St. Paul l land. Ai""a in I<)6l. I OplltJl. lTl .,",,,cr .. 1\ p. tAva ilable NaIl. Mar. 
.·lam", ,,1 Lab .. NaIl. Mar. F"h . Serv .. 'lO.'lA . 7000 Sand Point W,., v E., Bide. 32 . 
ScHtt le. WA '!SI1 5.) . -
I"I<;,:t,d l....: r, v. B .. l1nJ A . ~1 ltIIUI\UI1. J%t R'l:j1or1 on" , arn pleol '-).! ;Ibki ns laJ.-t'n 011 
~ ( . P;II.d bl:llHl. :\ I.,,~al n 19(,2. {nplJhl. man u,cr Sft, Availnhlc l illi . • vl ~r. Mam nlitl 
Lal, .. all. ;Vlar. Fi, I> .. crv· .. NOAA, ]fl()() Sand Pili", \\\ly :" E .. Bldg. -' 2. Seaulc. \VA 
'1 115. ) 
Table 3.-Annual quotas and numbers' of females killed, Pribilof Islands, Alaska, 1954:68. 
Source 
(St Paul Island Actual 
Year only) Quota harvesl Remarks 
1954 Hauling ground All available during 540 For research (all taken on 
the kill of males St. Paul Island) 
1955 Hauling ground All available during 641 For research (all taken on 
the kill of males St. Paul Island) 
1956 Hauling ground )0.000 27.599 Took all 41 in (104 em) 
Rookery ("harem or longer in body length 
raids") 
1957 Hauling ground 50.000 47.414 Took all 41 in (104 em) 
Rookery ( .. harem or longer in body length 
raids") 
1958 Hauling ground 30.000 31.102 Took all 46 in (117 em) 
or less in body length 
1959 Hauling ground 50.000 28.064 Took all 46 in (117 em) 
or less in body length 
1960 Haul ing ground 17.500 4.315 Commercial harvest diseon· 
tinued mid·July: resea rch kills 
only thereafter 
1961 Hauling grounJ 43 ,750 43.849 Kept sk ins from young . dark 
Rookery rri nge whiskered females only 
1962 Hauling ground 43,750 43.760 Selective for young females 
Rookery fringe July and August-most from 
hauling grounds; took older 
females in autumn from rook· 
ery fringes and hauling 
grounds; kept female sk ins 
with dark whiskers only 
1963 Hauling ground 43.750 43.860 Kept all skins except 976 
Rookery fringe 
1964 Hauling ground 9'<'00·18.000 16,452 Kept all skins-Lakoda 
Rookery fringe process becoming valuable 
1965 Hauling ground 9.000·18,000 10.432 Kept all skins except a rew 
1966 Hauling ground None 391 Took 330 for research and 
killed 61 accidentally 
1967 Hauling ground 10,000 10.094 Kept most ski ns 
1968 Haul i ng ground 13.000 13,335 Kept most ski ns 
I Preseason statements or figures establ ish'~d for the harvest i ng of fur seals. 
The counts have traditionally been made near mid-July when 
most of the females have arrived and given birth to their pups. Adult 
males were not counted on either of the Pribilof Islands in 1942 
because of the threat of World War II and evacuation of the people on 
16 June of that year to the safety of abandoned cannery (SI. Paul 
residents) and mine (SI. George residents) buildings on Funter Bay 
in southeastern Alaska, nor on SI. George Island in 1956 because of 
a lack of interisland transportation. 
Two classes of males, harem and idle, have been recorded each 
year since 191 I. By definition , a harem male is one that is defending 
a territory conlaining one or more females (or pUpS).37 The idle 
37 A territorial male with only one or two females may be misclassihed if those 
females are at sea. However. the presence of pups within a territory ident ines the adult 
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males are estimated to be age 7 yr and older and mayor may not 
have territories. 
From 191 I through 1958, the counts were made by a succession of 
managers associated with what is now called the Pribilof Islands 
Program. This responsibi I ity was transferred in J 959 to what is now 
the National Marine Mammal Laboratory. 
male there as one with females. Although the term "harem" has been used over the 
yea" to describe what to the casual observer appears to be individual breeding units 
within each rookery, the harem concept cannot be applied to the behavior of fur seals in 
the true sense of the word. In realit),. the territorial male does nOt "col lect" females. but 
rather the groups" ... result more from the gregariousness of the females th"" from the 
efforl5 of the 'harem master'" (Peterson 1968:36). 
Beginning in 1966 and continuing through 1974, the classifica-
tions of adults were expanded to include four kinds of idle males and 
one corresponding to harem males as follows: 
Idle Males .-Class I Shoreline-Full-grown males without 
females but apparently with establisi.ed territories at the high tide 
mark. Most of these animals arc of estimated age 10 yr and older. 
Class 2 Territorial without females- Full-grown males without 
females (or pups) but with established territories on the rookery. 
Most of these animals are also approximately age 10 yr and older. 
Class 4 Back fringe- Males with neither females nor territories 
that are found along the inland fringe of the rookery .. Most of these 
animals are partly grown at estimated ages 7, 8, and 9 yr (Johnson 
1968). Class 5 Hauling ground - Males with neither females nor 
territories that are found on traditional hauling grounds. Most of 
these males are partly grown at estimated ages 7, 8, and 9 yr. 
Harem Male.-Class 3 Territorial with females-Full-grown 
males with one or more females (or pups) and established territories 
on the rookery. Most of these animals are age 10 yr and older 
(Johnson 1968). 
Since 1975, classes I and 4 have been combined with class 5 into a 
single count because it was found that although there was no 
problem in identifying the animals belonging to classes I and 4, 
there was no useful application of the results. Classes 2 and 3 were 
continued as is, so that there are now classes 2, 3 , and 5. 
The following summarizes the classifications of adult males used 
from 1911 to the present: 
1.911-65-2 classifications, harem and idle 
I) Harem = territorial with one or more females (or pups) 
2) Idle = territorial with neither females nor pups and all nonter-
ritorial estimated to be age 7 yr and older. 
1966-74-5 classifications as listed above (1,2,3,4, and 5) 
I) Class 3 = harem male classification used from 1911 to 1965 
2) Classes 1,2 , 4 , and 5 = idle male classificat ion used from J 91l 
to 1965 
1975 to present-3 classifications (2,3, and 5) 
I) Class 3 = harem male classification used from 191 I to 1965 
2) Classes 2 and 5 = idle male classification used from 1911 to 
1965. 
In 1966, each rookery (except Ardiguen on St. Paul Island and 
East Reef on St. George Island) was divided into numbered sections 
containing approximately 100 harem (Class 3) males (more or less 
than 100 in certain places where prominent natural boundaries 
existed). Sectioning the rookeries has since made the counts easier 
and possibly more accurate. 
From 1967 through 1980, the adult males were also counted in late 
June when most of the females had yet to arrive and disturbance to 
the rookery is much less. Preliminary comparisons of the counts in 
June and July indicate a strong correlation between the two, but a 
decision has not been made as to the possibi I ity of changi ng to the 
early count without sacrificing comparability of data collected since 
1911. 
The only detailed counts available by rookery from 1911 through 
1965 are those that might exist in the form of field records. Begin-
ning in 1966, the counts by rookery section have been recorded in 
the annual reports of fur seal investigations on file at the National 
Marine Mammal Laboratory. 
Marks.-Fur seals of both sexes have been marked by various 
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methods and for different reasons on the Pribilof Islands since 1870 
(Scheffer 1950b; Roppel and Davey 1965). However, the most am-
bitious marking program ever carried out there was one involving 
863,584 pups over a span of 36 yr from 1940 through 1975, with 
about 80% of the marks applied to animals on SI. Paul Island and 
20% to those on SI. George Island. There were only five seasons 
during this period when pups were not marked on a large scale. 
Information obtained from returns of these animals to the commer-
cial harvest at ages 2-5 yr since 1940 was intended primarily for use 
in studies of growth and migration patterns as well as making 
estimates of the number of pups born from marked to unmarked 
ratios. An additional benefit came from the marking program 
through the accumulation of information on the degree to which fur 
seals tend to return to their island and rookery of birth (Marine 
Mammal Biological Laboratory 1969). 
The use of tags to mark pups was largely experimental up to about 
1950 with respect to size, type, and metal content (Kenyon 1949;38 
Scheffer 1950b). Tags of Monel Metal manufactured according to 
certain specifications (Abegglen et al. 196039) were eventually 
found to be most suitable and were used to mark the pups beginning 
in 1949, each of which was also given a checkmark for use in 
identifying the animal at an older age should its tag become lost. 
Checkmarks were made by removing part of a flipper. 
Tagging was not without its disadvantages, many of which sur-
faced early in the program. Scientists working with fur seals of the 
Pribilof Islands eventually realized that tag-caused mortality, tag 
loss as well as overlooked tags and checkmarks potentially could 
all combine to produce inflated estimates of the number of pups 
born (Abegglen et a!. footnote 31; Roppel et al. 1963). 
In his studies of the problem on St. Paul Island, Keyes (1962,40 
196641 ) pointed to overexertion and stress as possible causes of 
mortality among pups driven to suitable tagging sites, as well as 
infection from attachment of the tags themselves and impairment of 
limb function as a result of improper placement. Abegglen et al. 
(footnote 39) reexamined the carcasses of several hundred harvested 
seals on St. Paul Island and found that 6% of the available 1,691 tags 
and checkmarks (a notch, slit, hole, or other mark made on a seal 
flipper to ensure recognition of an animal that had lost its tag-such 
marks were used without tags during 1969-75) had been overlooked 
during the recovery process . Improperly applied checkmarks, 
which were difficult or impossible to identify at the ages of harvest, 
appeared most frequently among those overlooked. Because of 
uncertainties about the recovery of all available check marks from 
seals that had lost their tags , the NPFSC proposed that the United 
States double tag some of its pups in 1958 to determine rates of tag 
loss. Thus, 5,000 were so treated in that year (Abegglen et al. 
footnote 33). 
"Kenyon, K. W 1949 . Repon On [he lagging of fur seal pups, SL Paul Island, 
Alaska, season of 1949. Unpubl. manuscr., 14 p. U.S. Dep. In[er., U.S. Fish Wildl. 
Serv., Branch Wi Idl. Res. (Avai lable Na[1. Mar. Mammal Lab., Na[1. Mar. Fish. Serv., 
NOAA, 7600 Sand Poin! Way NE, Bldg. 32. Seaule, WA 98115.) 
"Abegglen, C. E., A. Y. Rappel, and F. Wilke. 1960. Alaska fur seal investigations. 
Pribilof Islands, Alaska . Repon of field activities, June-Oc[ober 1960. Unpubl. rep .. 
165 p. U.S. Dep. In[er. , U.S. Fish Wild I. Serv., Bur. Cammer. Fish., Mar. Mammal 
BioI. Lab . (Available Na[1. Mar. Mammal Lab .. Na[1. Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA, 7600 
Sand Point Way NE., Bldg. 32, Seanle, WA 98115.) 
4·Keyes. M. C. 1962. Monali[y among fur seal pups, SL Paul Island , Alaska, 15 
Augus[ [0)0 September 1962 . Unpubl. rep., 24 p. U.S. Dep. [nter. , Bur. Cammer. 
Fish. , Mar. Mammal BioI. Lab. (Available Na[1. Mar. Mammal Lab ., Na[1. Mar. Fish. 
Serv., NOAA , 7600 Sand Point Way NE., Bldg. 32, Seanle , WA 98115) 
41 Keyes. M. C. 1966. Research in fur seal monali[y, SL Paul Island , Alaska , 19 July 
[0 3 September 1965 . Unpubl. rep., 97 p. U.S. Dep . Imer., Bur. Cammer. Fish., Mar. 
Mammal BioI. Lab. (Available NaU. Mar. Mammal Lab., NaIl. Mar. Fish. Serv., 
NOAA. 7600 Sand Point Way NE., Bldg. 32. Seaule, WA 98115) 
Marking et'ton ll OJ size of the labor fo rce used tIl carry out the 
prO!,'Tam WJ~ reduced hegin ning In IY6J with the helief thai d evI)-
li01l () f more ti me to e ~lC h pup WllUl li resul t i n gentler ha nd ling amI 
better ri;.lCcmen! of !.hc 1 ,lg~ wi th ;!(tcnllant 110wer mon ality .Jnt<'11g 
the 'lI1i m.li.-; iO'.'u ivect (Ruppel, lohn~() n • .Inti ChllpmJln 1911 -I\cn 
~ o. info rmatio n obtaine<l from the recoveries of these anirnais and 
rrom the double taggi ng experiment of 1l)58 led 10 addi ti onal duubt 
J S 10 the validity ofdalCl based un rctur n~. Th us , begln/Hng in 19t)9 
~, i ent i sb \VeT e pro rnr t<!d to abandon the appli eat iou ot lag,.' al · 
logether ill favor \I f phys ical ITl a rk~ ll ll l, tMari ne Mammill D i v i~I(l l l 
ICl76 I Z) 1 his prograll1 . in tllrn, w. - ,tJ)oljhed ill 1975 fliu tI _ 
becau se o f known J i,all v ll nl :lge ~ . b ill pri mari ly because the United 
Stu tes auopted the view tha t lhe rccovel'lc s oi mmkell ni mJls were 
tO O lew for solvi ng qucs tions wi th respect to the interm ix tu re 01 
seals of d ifferent ong ins on luncl am.! at sell nnd , al so , bcc ;] u~e II new 
ami irnpr(weJ method of e$ ti mating the nUll1hcr Ill' p Ll P~ /'J\IP I had I'ly 
Iht:n heen Je ve iLlped, 
Regard less of how the pu r , art: nlmkcJ , lll ill-September )f late r 
'eem~ to he the hes t l ime (If ti le sC,lson fur uoi ng ~!) . i.lpp renrl y 
hec ~lu s e the uni ma ts are L.lrger an older and hel ter ahl\! to witb stand 
frigh t and th e sIre,,, Ill' handl ing , Because o r' ;) orowing suspicion 
that perhaps the sur vival of these animals would be improved if 
tagged late r in the season l a~ they had at v:mous limes since 1':/45), 
half of the p u p ~ tnark.;:d r1 t. Paul Island in 1%3 ;llHl ' 9(i4 were 
tagged In August dn d half in lTI id-Septe lTlber, As predi c(cu, Ihe 
recovery rate in (he har est 3 and 4 yr later fo r tags llrrJ ied to pup~ 111 
'1eptember wa~ Sign ificantl y hi gh~r Ihan for thuse upp\icu in Augusl 
f arine Mammll.l Biulog ical Laboru t rv l Y70u) , 
Evillence that marking [I nd even hanli ling of the pups [tetllally 
aftects growth rate:; first appeared in 1\)62 w hen nel!;!h ing program 
starteo in 1957 with a different objective Was mod ified t\1 Int'l udl! 
th r"" weighing. a n10nth apart , the f ir ~ t :.tbout I wk ;lfter taggl ng 
Th~ re, ults showell that tagging c",u~es an immediate I\ls ,> Qf weigh t 
amnng tagged pur', but that thi~ 10:; is at l e..:t~t p,ut ia.!ly overcome ~ 
mo I ter (Ropret et ;;iI. 1':16,') . • dd it ional data 1011 wed when it IVa,. 
learned that tagged and cheekmarke cl pups wc igh~d less Iban IJn -
la gged and unmar ked pups each year from 1957 through 1965. In 
1Y65 , untagged pups market! by relnoval of pJrt or !hc= hi nd fl ipper 
,It '0 wei ghed less lhan pu ps gi ., en no nlll rks d[ all , The~e rl i ~c<wer i l::.,) 
were carried further in 1966 by III ans of [In ex pe rirnelll that in-
volved shearing patches of fu r frum the rum ps o f :-lOO PUP\ ( sm ~ lI 
groups of pups were driven as short a d istance as possihle and held 
in three-sided barricadcs for shearing) then weigh ing saroplt:, of 
sheared (handled) and uns heared (unhand led) un imals LI J .. her 
marking, Again, pups driven a few yards and sheared . wh ik he ld on 
the grOlllld, weighed less than did Ihose that were not handlctl in 'I nv 
way (Marine Mammal Biologica l Laboratory 1969), 
In addition to the pups, several hu ndred yearl ing fu r seals and 
males of ages 2-4 yr were marked du ring 1961-7 1 on SI . Pau l t I:md 
because of the potential of these programs in produc ing ir lformat i(Jn 
on mortality at sea (Abegglen et al. footnote ~4; Roppel et a!. 1963), 
Tagging of yearlings was begun in 1961 by Peterson '" and conti nued 
by the staff of the Marine Mammal Biological Lllborator in fO III)w-
ing years mostly because of the reason just given but also because 
1: \IIarlne Mammal Division. 1976. F!l r .GIi i n\· t: sti g ;t t i un ~ , 197.5 . Unr llbL It!'p .• lI~ 
p, L. S Dcp. Commcr., Nail. Oceanic Almo" \ Jmln., N.III. !.1:I r. h,lI Ser v., 
i\or lhwesl Fish . Cenl. , X'Iar: Mammal Div, (Ava il ab le Nail. :VIar. Marnmn ll. llh ., Nil il . 
MM. Fish . Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand I'oinl Way NC. , [3ld ~ . 32, Scallie , Vo.A ')KII S .) 
1 :1 ~\~!' l er~on, R, S. IY62. Report nnJ an:-l ly~i .) of yearling l eCO\ Cf1i~ 'i Jnd t:.t ~..g l n g . Sf. 
Poul hl "nd, 1961 Ullpllhl. melnu,cr" I') I' 11.5. Dep, In lor. L S . F"" Willli. Se rv., 
Bll r. Corn mer. FISh., Mar. ybmmal Bi nI. Lab. (Availa bl, Nail. Mar. Mammal I ah .. 
~b l l , \1ar. Fish Serv., NOAA, 7600 SanJ Poinl Way Nt:. , , Bldl' .1 2, Scaillc, WA ') ~ 115) 
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the only pre,·i ous Gomprehensi ve study 01' Ihi s ctcmenr 01 the herd 
W ;I~ (<lnducled by Wilke anu Ba nner 11\)41 ), j l Over .000 fUI sc"b 
pl(:~lIl1led tu be yearlings were J~)\lbh: tagocu du ring rhe 7-yr p.: ri,)u 
~ r\lj i ng '-'ith 1967 .. nd nearly },OOO males of ages 2-4 yr were ~ 
trc::aleu ill 1911/') 4nd 1967 , Relative ~ i/.c " I' the • .m iIDdl .'; , cQlor (.1 ' rh~ 
pelage. lind behuvior lUld apre:.lfallCe were u~ed in cotnbi nuti 111 W 
ident if y yc~ r lin !! s from older seuls in 1~6 1. Beginning in 1962, bod\' 
length was found superi]')r as ;j guide in selecri n,C' ycm'linlls and was 
\I"ed thereafter. Only ! h ()~e Ielll :lle~ 95 em Ill' kss and ma l e ~ 100 cm 
[I I le.,\ were conside red yeurlin ': (Rl.'ppel c t "I 19631. In all L'Clse,> 
Ir!Jt l ge, \\f the yearlings. (.Intl rnlI les IIi' Clges 2-4 yr) wer,,; delel -
mine< after Ihe 1' ... et fro n olllxil bry CIm inI;; teeth co l l ~cted frum 
~urv i vor> subs,,;quen tl y taken in lhe hurv's! (Marille Mamm,!! 
BIOlogical Luboratory !l;l70a), 
Gent ry t 1979,i " 1981) m,lrked alld. brande!.l iuvenile mules for 
, ruuiel> of l and - ~e a mo vements a,\ d id C,rt bc:n (JI:l79) II) obtain 
in for mation on Illter i"I<md (St Paul - 'iLGeorge) 'ffi ovemcnt~ ' If 
lilc.,e anima l<; . 
Eslimates lIf PopulalloD Size .- Until I K96. est imates i ll POpll-
lat ion size were based Oil dens ity IUld areal measl1l'emen[.s , AccorJ-
ing III Jordan (1898, tootnotl! 46). Capmi n Clmrles Bryant. a Gov-
ernment ,Igent detailed lflthe P rl bdof Islands in IX69 to i n ve~ tigate 
Ih.: -:nndition of the herd. made Ihc fi rST attempt al en urneruti ng the 
\eal!, on 111' hClsi I) f ~pllce occup ied h) anima ls , not incl udi ng pup~ , 
Sm ithsonian ani ,t!1I31Imlj ist Henry Wood Ell ion arrived in IR72 . lIl-
an agent 0 1' thc Trea~ l1 ry Department, to study the herd , [-l is esti mate 
01 pup prod uct ion and of tlte oumerica.! sia or other e le !11 e nt~ (11 the 
!\lt~d herd was based \,; n an 3veru!!.e uf2 tt2 (0 ,2 m~) of rookery space 
o':clJpilld hy every ~e.:l l whdher a dult m~de . female , or pup (Ell iolt 
1884 ) When arplJed to [otal rou ery area !is computed hy h i m~~ lr 
.rnd aUd ' d t\1 an es t imate of the number 0 1" nonbreeJing an i mal~ ., 
ElJivll wa;; convinced tllal all c1l1sse~ of Jnirnuls totaled \0 les, them 
-+ ,500 .UOU in each (l I the year,! 72-74 , It W llS generally be ievcu al 
lhe lime that conser :Ilion measures as prac ttced by the lI ~Slans 
inllowing their nem' anni hi la tion of lhe herd by the early 1800's had 
by !8M n:lurned the popUlati on 10 its pre-disco eTY level. Even so, 
I( t<l l popuhlli m of 4,500 ,OQO (b reeding and nun breecling seals 
included) was d i, l'Oli nted by l urdan \ 1898\ liS not necessarily based 
un ,;ollnl.! sc ient ifk Cll(: !S llnd lTleasuremen Ls. In this con nectio ll . I 
nnec had the oppor tu nity to view one ot' E llio tt 's orig imll water 
cI ) I (lr~ lll!pict illg , eal li fe on Lu ' un in Roo ery of St. Paul [sland in 
wh il' h he h~ld vin ual1_ CC'vereJ the ent ire slope and top of the hill 
beh ind tl lis breeding gnJunu with I'ur ~e i ll ' , Had th is been true 
historically, tile expused rocks most assuredly would have been 
worn smooth by the ove rland movement of thousands of seals 
th roughout the cenli:rries , This was no! so, Those rocks were and 
,t i II art: as ro ugh as fhe d,IY th~y were f rmed. a fact lhat lends 
",,,,UC !1Cc 1.0 the ~ontc n tion ' of Jnnlan that E lliott 's ~stimates were 
glossl y exagg.era ted, In 18R6 , George R , Tingle, then Treasury 
Agent on SI. Palll Is la nd. also d isagreed with Ell iott's esti mate in 
"Wil l ", F . "lid "" H , Banner 1')41. Recovery of brelnded '1earlings. Lnpubl. 
rna nuscr" :5- p . l ' S . Oep Inter.. Bur, Cnmmer. Fish ., }AM. \ttammal Bin I. Lab. 
(.'''nilablc Na il. Mar. :"'ammal Lab., . atl. I<l ar. Fi sh. Sctv., NOAA, 7600 Sand Pu int 
\~h) NE.. , BI~g JJ , S<:lII l" . \V/\ 9Rlt5. ) , 
I~ ( JI: rl1rv. }{ . L. It" y . Land -).l;.U mrwernen t:o; elf j \1 VCnl fe males . In Fur 's~ al In v.e ~ f n:" :( 
1~11I1'; , I LI7~ . I lnpuhl. r<: I' ., ~ p. till. '\"'Br. )vl arn illol Llh .. . "'all. Mar. FI<h. Se;v .. 
NOAI\ , 711 ()() S",l11 Po int \\'IIY ~ E. , Bld g . 32 , S(' "II ,"- \V,\ ')81 15, 
IIIDaviLi SI;.trr JordJfl . P -e<o: itirnt e) i" StaJlfurU 1 JJl i verslty, he.tlckd J. ~ pecial commission 
,tlltil nri.l .::d ~mJ f lll1Jed by rlk U S . I 'n ng~ .. 10 tlocumen! tlte de pleted condi t io n of 
th ~ herd itnd Ihe 1':~Hl 'ie of ;l'\ <hreatcncd dest ruct ion with ..:; tudies llnJ~:nakt.· n in 1896 
"nJ I ~n . 
th<ll he nm~lJ.e rc d the ::' PM;" H~~ i g ned by th,; Inlier til the indi \lid ual 
ani mal ,is too smal l. He therdore reduced his own es tim ate ul" 
breedi ng ~eu l, and young p" one-fourl h to " .7f)K ,430 , ;J fig ure 
wh ich nevenheless exceeded Ell iolt 's est imate 01 3,193,420 tor the 
same group bv 1,575 _0 [(1 ani mal s (nonbreed ing seals wo::re nOI 
included in either es timate) 
Other investigators of herd ~ i ze followed with eq ually question-
able rel:ulr,·., i',c luding Ell iot t [Igain in 1890. In its day, the es timate 
that most likely representeo the besl ll Li ll le rical level of breeding 
seals and young was that offered by Jordan (1898). Hi s method was 
to count ali of the harems on all of the rookeries at the peak of thc 
breeding season and then to multiply that ti gure by the averag.: 
harem size counted on some' typical rookery spaee 47 In doing so, 
Jordan (1898, vol. I, p. 98) ~u!,!."csted tha.i [Ilne were" .. a tuteli of 
262,850 'hrccding seals and young' at one time or another on the 
rookeries or ,he Pribilof Islands during the past season [1897]" 
Because the nonbreeding animals were not necessarily available for 
counting, he was forced to theorize their numerical strength, which, 
when added [0 Lile above iI'~ure, brought his estimate of total herd 
size to 402,850 in that year. 
In 1914, Wilfred H. Osgood of the Field Museum of Natural 
History in Chicago, Ill., Edward A. Preble, Bureau of Biological 
Su.rvey in the Department ot Agriculture, and George H. Parker, 
Harvard University, were engaged by the Department of Commerce 
and detailed to the Pribilof Islands for the purpose of investigating 
the Alaskan fur seals and related questions. Prior to their investiga-
tion, Osgood et al. (1915:27) " ... found that unpublished charts 
showing the number and approximate position of the harems on 
each rookery had been made in 1912 and again in 1913 by Special 
Investigator G. A. Clark. These charts showed the contours of the 
topography as surveyed by the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey and also indicated the position of the rocks on which con-
spicuous numbers were painted at the time of the survey." In their 
historical account of the scientinc study of the Alaskan fur seal, 
Scheffer et 31. (in press) mentioned that these numbers W(;IC painted 
on the rocks in 1897 and that they "have been renewed at intervals 
down to the present [year]." They also stated that there were num-
bered (and lettered) camera stations, although those of the 1890's 
were not "exactly those in use today." The rookeries (on St. Paul 
Island) were last photographed (by Ford Wilke and Alton Roppel) 
from some of these "stations" in 1960. 
Total counts of pups were made on all rookeries from 1912 
through 1916 and in 1922, and additionally on a few rookeries 
during 1917-21 and in 1924 (Lander 1980a). By in fe rence and in 
conjunction with such other actual counts as those of the adult males 
(described later), estimates were made of all classes of fur seals. 
The counts of pups were abandoned after 1922 because their 
number had by then become too large for an accurate census on all 
but four relatively small rookeries. Instead, an annual increase of 
8'/,. the rate observed between 1912 and 1922, was used up to about 
1940. Several years later, however, it was learned that use of this 
method was in error because the actual rate had diminished to < 8% 
per year after 1930. 
A new technique for estimating year-class size was developed 
beginning in 1941 with the use of metal tags to mark 12,000 pups in 
that year on St. Paul Island. This relatively large-scale marking 
program, interrupted by World War II and resumed in 1947, was 
used into the 1960's to determine the number of pups born from 
-l iTh;,;; Ih::rd had by this t i me been considerably reduccJ in ., izc: th rough pdagic 
~~a lillg and was u )rrcsrondi ng ly much eas ier to work with in t,,' l1lb 01 Ck '[(Tllli ning 
numeri cal level. .... of the variol!s components 
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tugged I l ' Lll1tagged rati", amon g Il arvc ~ t l' d malt' , . Tagged dn d 
untugged rati w. wer~ also u,ed to estimJ tr the tota l \ ILC <I t lli t.: fieI'd 
aoLi develop J I ife table for male, and fem al ~~ (Kenyon foo tnote I i l . 
The first «tlcmpt at enumeratin g I'ur seals on the Pribiiof blands 
th rough the use o f aerial photographY came in 1918 when Adrnini,-
trar ive Supt'!'ItHendent Hw ry J. hnswtl ers took motion and still 
pictures of a few of rite rookeries ['rom a U. S. Coast Guard aircra ft. 
Sche ffer ro llmA/cd in 1945 with addi tional photographs from d l i.S 
Navy PBYairplnne . According 10 Kenyon (1951),-" neitherexperi-
ment produced useful results. t he year 194il saw the first complete 
coverage of all fur seal rookcries wi th photographs from aU. S. Fish 
ami Wildli fe Sc: rvice twin-engine aircraft (Kenyon 1948
'
"). Durin g 
1947 -49, Scheffer and Kenyon (1948,'" 1950' ') suspended a camerd 
from a tethered balloon over ortheast Point Rookery of St. Paul 
1s1and, also tor the purpose of obtaining pll{l tographs for counting 
seals. Wilke an d Kc nyon(l951l",2 reported on the useofa U.S. NaVY 
helicopter In 1951 from which to take a few photographs. From the 
results, Kenyon (footnote 52) conc luLied that as a photographic 
platform the helicopter showed promi,c. Complete coverage of all 
rookeries occurred again in 1967 when the Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheri es (now the National Marine Fisheries Service) contracted 
with the Bureau of Land Management to take photographs, with 
Alton Roppel aboard as adviser and observer (unpublished material 
on file, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, National Marine 
Mammal Laboratory). The results of this latter venture were gener-
ally superior to the foregoing experiments in that they were useful in 
delineating boundaries of the rookeries; however, they were, for the 
most part, equally unsatisfactory for determining numerical abun-
dance of the animals. 
In 1950, Kenyon began preliminary trials with what he called 
"rapid neld estimates of living pups" and in 1951 produced an 
estimate of total year-class strength based on this method (Kenyon et 
a!. ]954). From a suitable vantage point, observers simply estimate 
the number of pups on the rookery before them. The method has the 
advantage of speed: 5,000-10,000 pups can be estimated per hour. 
[n using this technique a second and final time in 1954, however, 
Kenyon (footnote II, p. 17) stated that "Their value is questionable 
because of their highly subjective nature." 
The most satisfactory of all the methods so far developed for 
estimating the number of pups, regardless of numbers, has been one 
involving marking then sampling living animals for marked/ 
unmarked ratios (Chapman and Johnson 1968), to which must be 
added the count of dead pups to arrive at the total number born. This 
type of program superceded a markirecapture technique used on the 
JI'I Kenyun. K. \V 1951 At rial phorography of fur seals [rom J NJvy helil:oplcr. 
LmI'"hl. 1l]; , IlUSCT., 4 p. U.S. DcI" Inler., U.S. Fi.,h Wildl. Servo (Available Nal! 11ar. 
Mammal Lab., Natl. Mar. Fish. Sen' .. NOAA. 7600 S,,,,eI POint Way NE .. Blu~. 32, 
Scailio. WA 9KI15.) 
-I I/Kenyon, K. \V I Y4R. Pre! im i nary report of aerial rholography of fur seal breeding 
areas on Ihe Pflbilof bland" July 14-15, 19~8. Unpubl. "'anuscr., 6 p. (Available Nail. 
Mar. Mammal Lab .. Nail. Mar. Fish. Serv .. NOAA. 7600 Sand POint Way NE., Bldg 
32. Sc;,uk. WA 98115.) 
'-'''Scheffer, VB., and K. W. Kenyon. 1948. Research on Ihe Alaska fur ,cal herd. 
1~4R Unpubl. rep .. 49 p. U.S. Ocr Illler .. U.S. Fish Wildl. Servo (Available Nail. 
M;ll·. Mammal Lab .. Nail. Mar. hsh . Serv .. NOAA. 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE .. Bldg. 
32, S,·allk. WA ~1\115.) 
"Scheffer, V. B .. and K. W. Kenyon. 1950. Research on Ihe Alaska fur seal herd III 
1949. Unpllbl. rep., 24 p. U.S. Oep. Inter .. U.S. Fish Wildl. Servo (Available Nail. 
Mar. Mammal Lab .. '\atl. Mar. Fish Ser\,. NOAA, 7600 Sand Painl Way NE., Bldg. 
32. Stallle, WA nilS) 
"Wilke. F. and K. W. Kenyon. 1951. Alaska fur seal investigalions. Pribilni 
Uand,. SlI m)T!c rot 1951. UnplIbl rep .. 25 p. I·.S. Dcp. Inler .. U.S. Fish Wildl. Serl' 
(Avai lab le Natl lar. Mamillall.ah .. ~a[l. \1al. Fish. Serv., NOAA. 7600 Sand Poinl 
Way NE, Bldg. 32. Scalile. WA ~~Ii'5) 
Pribilof Islands for several years. It is superior in that it permits an 
estimate of year-class strength during the summer of birth rather 
than 4-5 yr later when the animals are harvested and eliminates most 
or perhaps all of the problems associated with the latter. The mark/ 
recapture program was a key element used by Kenyon et al. (1954) 
in producing an estimate of the total population. 
The marking/sampling program, which was developed on SI. 
Paul Island, first used pups that had been given tags as usual in 1960 
and 1961. The objective of the small-scale study in 1960 was to test 
the feasibility of the technique in producing satisfactory estimates 
of year-class size. As followed in that year, the procedure was first to 
complete the total tagging program , wait a few days for tagged and 
untagged animals to intermix , then count approximately 25 pups at 
each of 14 stations on Zapadni Reef Rookery and 17 stations on Little 
Polovina Rookery and record the number tagged within each sample 
(Abegglen et al. footnote 39). This technique was repeated on three 
rookeries in 1961 and expanded in that year to include a modified 
version that was carried out on all rookeries of SI. Paul Island. The 
latter technique also employed the use of tagged pups. but with this 
difference: Successive groups of pups were rounded up along the 
length of each rookery, then 100 in each were driven between two 
observers who recorded the number tagged (Abegglen et al. foot-
note 34). 
There were three known disadvantages associated with either 
version of the tagging/sampling program. First, large-scale tagging 
of pups was necessarily carried out on certain areas of the rookeries 
where the animals were most abundant, which produced "Iumping 
effects" within the population and consequently within the samples. 
Thus, samples of counted pups were heavily saturated with marked 
animals in and around the areas of tagging but were without marked 
individuals elsewhere. Second, pups with tags attached to their 
flippers were difficult to identify because the tags were next to the 
ground and the animals tended to crowd closely together, behavior 
that obscured this type of mark from view by the observer. Finally, 
loss of unclinched tags or the deaths of some of the marked animals 
produced inflated estimates. 
The most promising of the two methods tried in 1960 and 1961 
was the counting of groups of25 pups along transect lines systemat-
ically distributed throughout each rookery (Roppel et al. 1963). 
These transects were permanently marked with steel stakes in 1966 
(Marine Mammal Biological Laboratory 1969). The primary advan-
tage of this method was that about 500 pups/man-hour could be 
sampled compared with only 200/man-hour using sample sizes of 
100 . For this reason, the smaller sample size was used throughout 
the rookeries on SI. Paul Island in 1962. Still, it had all of the 
disadvantages as outlined above. 
In 1963, known disadvantages of the program were eliminated by 
marking the pups through shearing guard hair from the heads to 
expose the light-colored underfur and by randomizing the marking 
and sampling efforts (Chapman and Johnson 1968: Roppel et al. 
J963) . The new mark not only was not susceptible to loss as were the 
tags but was also highly visible during the counts. The latter advan-
tage, however, was not totally satisfactory at first because the 
observers tended to begin their counts with pups marked in this 
fashion, which renders them extremely conspicuous. Tc eliminate 
selection for marked and perhaps unmarked pups, persons making 
the census were instructed to begin each count at a fixed object such 
as a log , rock, or dead animal and then count the nearest 25 pups and 
record the number marked within the group. 
The only known and proven way (0 check the accuracy of esti-
mates of pup production based on shearing/sampling is to make 
total counts of the living animals, which in terms of current herd 
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size is poss ible only on the smallest rookeries. The first check was 
made in 1964 with counts on three small rookeries and an isolated 
section of a fourth . Estimates based on shearing/sampling varied 
from -4% to + 17 % of the counts on the three rookeries and + 26% 
of the number counted on the isolated section (Roppel, Johnson , 
Anas. and Chapman 1965) , with a mean of +5% for all four. The 
estimate was 91 % of the count on these same rookeries in 1965 
(Roppel et al. 1966) and 105 % in 1966 (Marine Mammal Biological 
Laboratory 1969). Total counts of pups were made on some, but not 
all, of these small rookeries in following years as well . 
The shearing/sampling program and other methods used to esti-
mate the number of pups born on the Pribilof Islands have been 
fully analyzed by York and Kozloff (1979),53 who suggested that 
the shearing/sampling program may be selective for younger pups, i.e., 
they are still totally on land and available for marking whereas some 
of the older pups are venturing into the water at the time of shearing 
(Kozloff 1981 54 ). York and Hartley (1981) concluded from their 
study that 62,300 or 70% of the 89,000 decline in the number of 
female pups born on SI. Paul Island (224,000 during 1950-56 to 
135,000 by 1962) can be traced directly to the herd reduction 
program for females in effect on that island beginning in 1956. Their 
analysis does not explain the remaining 30% decline. In another 
analysis, however, Eberhardt (1981) discussed density dependence 
combined with the effect of harvesting females. Lander (l980a) 
gave estimates of pup production from 1912 through 1979 for the 
Pribilof Islands. 
A preliminary study of the weights of sheared and unsheared 
pups in 1980 supports the results of previous experiments tha't 
showed that male pups are significantly heavier than female pups 
and that there are major differences in pup weights between 
rookeries. In addition, sheared pups weighed less than unsheared 
pups (Kozloff footnote 54). The effect of these weight differences, if 
any, on estimates of pup production need further study. 
Pup Weights.- Fur seal pups were weighed annually on SI. Paul 
Island from 1957 through 1971 in an effort to learn whether average 
body weights in autumn vary from one year class to another and, if 
so. what influence these differences might have on survival at sea. 
The animals were weighed on about the same dates each year, i.e. , 
late August-early September, and on the same rookeries-
Northeast Point, Polovina, Reef, and Zapadni Reef. Subsequent 
correlations of pup weights with numerical returns of the year 
classes to the harvests (Marine Mammal Biological Laboratory 
197255 ) and with body weights and lengths of harvested animals 
(Abegglen et a1. footnote 39) were of little or no value in predicting 
survival based on average body conditions of pups in autumn. 
As with large-scale marking of pups, the weighing of these 
animals was expedited when carried out in parts of the rookeries 
with relatively large concentrations of pups. As a result , and be-
calise weighing each year followed tagging, many of the pups so 
handled were also tagged. This fact was recorded as well. As 
"York, A. E. , ant! P. Kozloff. 1979. ESlimal ion of numbers of fur sea l pups born on 
SI. Paul tsland . Unpubl. manuscr. , 27 p. Nail. Mar. Mammal Lab .. Nail. Mar. Fish. 
Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE., Bldg. 32. Sealile. WA 98115 . 
'''Kozloff, P. (edilOr). 1981 Fur seal invesligalions, 1980. NWAFC Processed Rep . 
~1-2, 96 p. Nail Mar. Mammal Lab., Nail. Mar. Fi sh. Serv .. NOAA. 7600 Sand Point 
Way NE., Bldg. 32, Seallle, WA 98115. 
"'Marine Mammal Biological Laboralory. 1972 . Fur sea l invesligalions. 1971 . Un· 
publ. rep .. 132 p. U.S. Dep. Commer.. Nail. Oceanic Almos. Admin .. Nail . Mar. Fi sh. 
Serv., Nonhwesl Fish. Cenl.. Mar. Mammal Div. (Available Nail. Mar. Mammal Lab . , 
Nail. Mar. ['i,h. Serv. NOAA, 7600 Sand Poinl Way NE .. Bldg. 32, Seallle, WA 
98115) 
previously discussed, it was later discovered that the tagged pups of 
both sexes weighed significantly less than the untagged animals. 
Mortality .-Fur seals die of many causes but at different rates at 
various stages of their life cycle. Most losses , some of which have 
been documented by Scheffer (1950c), occur at sea; Lander (1975, 
1979) described a method of determining natural mortal ity in north-
ern fur seals and analyzed its influence on the size of the commercial 
harvest. 
Mortality following birth of the pups begins on the breeding 
grounds, where multiple hemorrhage-perinatal complex (hemor-
rhage of internal organs "around birth," especially of the liver) 
emaciation syndrome (malnutrition from varied causes), hook-
worm disease, microbial infections , and trauma account for most of 
the deaths (Doyle 1957;56 Engle et al. 1980;57 Keyes 1964,5R 1965 , 
footnote 59,1966 (footnote 41),1971 , footnote 60,1972 ,6 1 1973;62 
Anonymous 1969, 1970a, b; Lander 1980a; Lyons 1963). In past 
years, 20% « 10% in most years since 1963) or more of the 
newborn pups died from various causes during the summer of birth 
(Baker et al. 1970). 
Little information has been collected on causes of death at sea; 
however, sharks and killer whales are presumed to account for some 
mortality with disease and starvation of pups playing a prominent 
but unmeasured role . Bychkov (1967) summarized the views of 
several scientists with respect to the relationship of the killer whale 
to mortality of fur seals together with his own observations and 
concluded that " ... it may be assumed that the fur seals do not 
constitute a substantial portion of the killer whales' diet; while 
procuring their food, the killer whales do not hunt them regularly, 
and attack them very seldom, even though such opportunities are 
present." There is little or no direct information available on the 
impact of sharks on the fur seal. 
Another source of mortal ity among the pups is predation by foxes 
and northern sea lions. On three occasions, foxes were observed to 
attack living pups, severely injuring them (Marine Mammal Divi-
sion footnote 42); studies of predation by sea lions on St. George 
"Doyle. L. P. 1957. Investigation of death losses in furseal pups on St. Paul Island, 
Alaska. June 28 to August 15 , 1957 . Unpubl. rep ., 10 p. U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv. , Bur. 
Sport Fish. Wildl. , Mar. Mammal BioI. Lab . . Seattle. Wash. (Available Natl. Mar. 
Mammal Lab . . Natl. Mar. Fish . Serv .. NOAA , 7600 Sand Point Way NE. , Bldg. 32, 
Seattle. WA 98115.) 
"Engel, R. M ., R. H . Lander. A. Y. Roppel, P. Kozloff. J . R . Hartley, and M . C. 
Keyes. 1980. Population data. collection procedures. and management of the northern 
fur seal, Ca/lorhil/lls un iI/us . of the Pribilof Islands. Alaska . NWAFC Processed Rep. 
80-11,212 p. Natl. Mar Mammal. Lab ., Nat l. Mar. Fi sh. Serv .. NOAA. 7600 Sand 
Point Way NE .. Bldg . 32, Seattle. WA 98115. 
"Keyes. M. C. 1964. Research in fur seal mortality. St. Paul Island , Alaska , 8 July 
10 24 September J963. Unpubl. rep . , l40p. U .S. Dep.lnter. , Bur. Com mer. Fish., Mar. 
Mammal BioI. Lab . (Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab., Natl. Mar. Fish . Serv .. 
NOAA , 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Seattle. WA 98115.) 
'"Keyes . M. C. t965 . Research in fur seal mortality, St. Paul Island , Alaska. 6 July to 
24 August 1964 . Unpubl. rep ., 48 p . U.S . Dep. Inter. , Bur. Commer. Fish .• Mar. 
Mammal BioI. Lab. (Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab ., Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv., 
NOAA , 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Seattle. WA 98115.) 
'OKeyes , M . C. 1971. Pathology (of fur seals). In Fur seal investigations, 1970. 
Unpubl. rep. , 155 p. U.S. Dep . Inter., Bur. Commer. Fish. , Mar. Mammal BioI. Lab. 
(Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab .. Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv .. NOAA, 7600 Sand Point 
Way NE., Bldg 32, Seattle. WA 98115 .) 
"Keyes, M. C. 1972 . Pathology (of fur seals). I" Fur seal investigations , 1971. 
Unpubl. rep .. 132 p. U.S. Dep , Inter., Bur. Com mer. Fish ., Mar. Mammal BioI. Lab . 
(Available Natl. Mar. Mamm al Lab ., Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand Point 
Way NE., Bldg . 32. Seattle , WA .) 
"Keyes, M. C. 1973 . Pathology (of fur seals). I" Fur seal investigations, 1972. 
Unpubl. rep .. 93 p. Northwest Fish. Cent.. Mar. Mammal Diy. (Available Natl. Mar. 
Mammal Lab .. Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv . . NOAA. 7600 Sand Point Way NE., Bldg. 32 , 
Seattle. WA 98115) 
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Island suggest that mortality from this cause may be significant 
(Marine Mammal Division footnotes 42,63). 
The advent of extensive foreign fisheries in the Bering Sea and 
North Pacific Ocean in the 1950's provided additional causes of 
death among the fur seals. Direct losses as a result of these fisheries 
come from an incidental take of fur seals. Fukuhara (1974)64 esti-
mated this catch of fur seals by the Japanese salmon mothership 
fishery (which uses gill nets) to range between 3,500 and 3,750 
annually. Nishiwaki65 estimated the total incidental take offur seals 
to be 7,000 annually. In her extensive analysis of the problem, Jones 
(1980)66 estimated incidental takes of from 500 to nearly 8,000 fur 
seals each year during 1975-79, depending upon the amount of gear 
fished. An even greater cause of death attributable to high-seas 
fisheries , however, may be the entanglement of fur seals in scrap 
trawl webbing and other synthetic material discarded by mari ners at 
sea. The incidence of animals so entangled increased annually from 
75 or O. 15% of 50 ,229 fur seals harvested on SI. Paul Island in 1967 
to 211 or 0.72% of 29 ,148 taken in 1975 (Lander 1980a; Kozloff 
footnote 54). If extrapolated to the total Pribilof Islands population 
of fur seals (estimated by Johnson (1975) at 1.2 million and by 
Lander (1981) at 1.25 million), the minimum annual number of 
animals entangled ranged from about 1,800 to 9 ,000 annually dur-
ing the 9-yr period. This estimate is probably conservative because 
an unknown but additional number of fur seals may have succumbed 
at sea due to the effects of discarded material around their necks 
(Fowler 1982).67 
Fur seals apparently have a penchant for investigating floating 
debris and putting their heads through circular objects. In the late 
1940's and in the 1950's, a few males of harvestable size occasion-
ally appeared on the hauling grounds of the Pribilof Islands wearing 
rubber rings around their necks. The origin of these rings, which 
apparently caused little or no immediate damage to the animal 
because of their elasticity, was never determined, although it was 
surmised that perhaps each had originally served to reinforce the 
mouth of a waterproof rubber bag. Scheffer and Kenyon (footnote 
50) learned of the possibility that the bags were used by the Japanese 
for aerial delivery of food and water during the latter years of World 
War II. 
Of much more serious concern has been the aforementioned 
incidence of entanglement in scrap trawl webbing and uncut plastic 
bands used on fishing boats and other marine vessels to strap 
bundles of new netting, crates, etc. In a study of plastic litter on the 
beachs of Amchitka Island in Alaska, Merrell (1980: 175) accumu-
lated evidence during a 3-yr survey to indicate that "Under condi-
tions of large fisheries and attendent accidental loss and del iberate 
dumping of discarded plastic fishing gear, marine litter accumulates 
at a rate that exceeds theoretical estimates." Trawl webbing headed 
·'Marine Mammal Division . 1975. Fur seal investigations , 1974. Unpubl. rep ., 125 
p. U.S. Dep. Commer., Natl. Oceanic Atmos. Admin ., Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv .. 
Northwest Fish. Cent .. Mar. Mammal Div. (Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab .. Natl. 
Mar. Fish . Serv., NOAA, 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Bldg . 32, Seanle. WA 98115.) 
· ' Fukuhara. F. 1974 . Estimated mortalit y of seabirds, fur seals. and porpoise in 
Japanese salmon drift net fi sheries and sea lions in the Eastern Bering Sea trawl fishery. 
Unpubl. manuscr., 10 p. (Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab .. Natl. Mar. Fish . Serv .. 
NOAA, 7600 Sand Point Way NE . Bldg. 32 . Seattle , WA 98115 .) 
"M. Nishiwaki , University of the Ryuk yus, Shuri, Naha City, Okinawa 903 Japan. 
pers . commun. to Lander and Kajimura in 1976. 
6' Jones , L. L. 1980. Estimates of the incidental take of northern fur seals in Japanese 
salmon gill nets , 1975-1976. Unpubl. manuscr., 15 p. Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab .. Natl. 
Mar. Fish. Serv., NOAA , 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Bldg . 32, Seattle , WA 98 11 5. 
67Fowler, Charles W 1982 . Interactions of northern fur seals and commercial 
fisheries. Unpubl. manuscr., 30 p. Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab., Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv . . 
NOAA. 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Bldg . 32. Seattle. WA 98115. 
hi , list in terms of weigh" and ~trapp ing mate ria l WliS th in.! numer; -
caliy. 
Once encircled about the neck of a fur seal. these nonela tiC ~nd 
extremely durable materials are prone to rem ain there indefi nite ly or 
until death of the animal. If anything, they tend to wurk the ir W d Y 
over the posteriorly sloping guard hair and become even furlher 
en tl cdched with no possibi I ity of removal except by the hand ot 
man. With time and growth of the animal, the material deeply 
girdles the ne k inlo the Aesh. Death may come to the wearer very 
early, not from infection and perhaps choking as certainly would be 
the case later, but from impairing the animal's ability 10 swim and 10 
catch food. Some of the fur seals appearing on the breeding grounds 
have massive amounts of trawl webbing about their necks. 
Conv inced that entanglement (principally in polypropylene trawl 
webbing) was definitely a factor of considerable importance in the 
survival of fur seals at sea, the NPFSC carefully reviewed the 
subject at several of its annual meetings (North Pacific Fur Seal 
C ommission 1971, 1974, 1976-80) and instructed its members to 
develop posters and written material for distribution to their respec-
tive fishing industries in an attempt to explain this dilemma and 
persuade fishermen to delay disposal of their waste until they reach 
port. Whether the distribution of posters was wholly or even partly 
the cause of a dec I ine beginni ng in 1976 in the number of entangled 
fur seals harvested on St. Paul Island will probably never be known. 
In that year, however, the proportion dropped to 0.44% from a high 
ofO.72O/c in 1975. The following year saw an even further decline to 
0.35'7c and from 1978 through 1980 the average was 0.45',ic. Enact-
ment of the U.S. Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act of 1976, which established a 200-mi (322 km) fishery conserva-
tion zone in which foreign fishing vessels are controlled may also 
have been a factor in the decline. 
Although polypropylene trawl webbing has no national mark-
ings, it is assumed to be of Japanese or Soviet origin because trawl 
fishing in the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea has been primar-
ily by vessels of these two nations (Merrell 1980). Ane'ther aspect of 
the trawl web story is that the U.S.S.R. has used polyethylene 
netting, which sinks. This fact gives rise to the question of whether 
fur seals also become entangled in debris on the bottom Problems 
associated with entanglement have been described and the data 
summarized by Fiscus and Kozloff (1972).68 Sanger (1974),69 Bigg 
(1979),70 Kozloff (1979),71 and Fowler (footnote 67). 
The only direct measure of the mortality of fur seals is through 
counts of dead animals when they are on the breeding grounds. The 
most important 72 of these has been the partial and total counts of 
dead pups on the Pribilof Islands in various years following acquisi-
tion of these lands by the United States in 1867. Counts during the 
early 1900's, which were usually made in conjunction with censuses 
,,0 c·i .,,·", . C. H .. and P. Koziol!. 1972. Fur so"ls and fbh nell ing. /" Marine MIIIIlIlI,,1 
Bio l"g; '"1 Laboratory. Fur seal investigations . 1971. AppendIX E. p. 124-1.,2. LIll'ubl. 
rep. U.S. Dep. Cammer .. Natl. Oceanic Atmas. Admin .. Natl. Mar. Fi,lt . linv. 
(Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lib .. Nati. Mar. Fi,h. Serv .. NOAA. 76UO Sand Point 
Way NE .. Bldg. 32. Scalile. WA 98115.) 
h~)Sangcr, G. A. 1974. On the -.,rifec{ of fish net scraps and other 0L'1.:"Ulic debri::, on 
northern lur seals. Unpubl. maIlLL'cr .. 4 p. (Available :\atl. MClJ. Mal1llllal L"h .. Natl. 
Mar. Fish. Serv .. NOAA. 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Bldg. 32. Seattle. WA ~oll:i) 
"'Bigg. M. 1979. Incidl'ncc oi adult northern rurscals entangled in debris on SI. Paul 
Island. 1978. Unpubl. manUSlT.. 5 p. Dep. Fish Environ .. Fish Mar. Serlo Resour. 
Servo Br .. Pac. BioI. Stn .. Nanaimo. B.C.. Canada. 
"Kozlorl. P. 1979. Fur seaL, en[angkd in fishing debris and other materials. Un rubl 
ma nliSCr., 5 p. Natl. Mar. Mammal Lah .. Natl. Mar. Fish. Serv .. NOAA. 7600 Sand 
Point Way NE .. Bldg. 32. Sealile. WA 9H115. 
7:.! Dead fur seals nr both sexes that arc older th,-Ul pup .... arc abo counted each yC~jr JIld 
their canine teeth collected for studies of age at dC(l(h. The~c numb:: r..:; are relatively 
sm,dl 
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r'f Ille li vin g fJ ups in late July and car ly A ugll>! , tended to produce 
liIlJ ~re st imate, ot mortali ty. T his was not ka rned until 195J when it 
w as (t emons trated Ihat it tS not until 15-20 August that the death rate 
on land dec lines to insignificance. These dates have since been 
n:conli rme L! . '" 
In ;tll e lTon to reduce the amount of time needed to make total 
coun l.~ o( dead pups and to eliminate much of the disturbance 
associated with th is activity, sample areas were established on al l 
except the four sm allest rookeries on St. Paul Island in 1956 
(A beg glen et a!., footnote 15). Each of these areas contained ap-
prox imately 30% 0 the total number of dead pups on a given 
rookery. Although records were kept for several years of the number 
of dead pups counted within the study areas for comparison with 
total count, made during those same years, the study areas were 
never used alone as a basis for estimating the total number of dead 
pu p~ 
tn 1966, the rookeries on the Pribilof Islands were subdivided 
into numbered sections containing approximately 100 harem males 
each to facilitate the counting of adult male fur seals and the 
distribution of marking effort during surveys to estimate the 
number of live pups. Since that year, the dead pups have also been 
counted by section to determine if there are relationships between 
pup mortality and such factors as density of harem males. 
An unknown number of dead pups are not "seen" during the 
count each year due to removal by foxes, gulls, the heavy surf 
generated by storms, and through advanced decomposition of those 
born early in the season which makes identification difficult or 
impossible, and simply because the counters inadvertently overlook 
,ume of the dead pups as they work their way through each rookery. 
An attempt has been made to account for dead pups overlooked 
during the counts by increasing the actual number counted by 5% in 
the various reports. Abegglen et al (footnote 39, p. 49) checked the 
validity of the 5% addition by reexamining Morjovi Rookery im-
mediately after the count and found that 5.9% had been overlooked. 
According to their report, "This agrees closely with the standard 5 
percent addition, though the number of dead pups missed would 
probably vary from ilone on sand or [cobblestone] beaches to many 
on boulder beaches. For example, during the 'clearing off' of dead 
pups on '~apadni Reef Rookery, [boulders and cobblestone] 10 
percent were overlooked. On Little Polovina Rookery, [sand and 
cobblestone] a negligible number were missed during the [removal 
of dead pups] .. The surface of Morjovi Rookery varies from sand 
to [cobblestoneJ" 
Other possible causes of mortality among fur seals at sea, besides 
starvat ion, are the increasing amounts and kinds of pollutants added 
to the marine food chain by man. According to KJein and Goldberg 
(1970),4,000-5,000 tons of mercury are contributed annually by 
man to the environment in addition to the 5,000 tons of this element 
transferred to the oceans by continental weathering. In their 
research on fur seals, Anas (1974), Anas and Wilson (l970a, b), and 
Anas and Worlund (1975) analyzed samples of liver, muscle, brain, 
and kidney tissue not only for mercury but for other heavy metals 
such as lead, cadmium, and arsenic as well as organochlorine 
pesticides. General results were that the levels of mercury were 
much higher in liver than in other tissues, that this element was 
significantly correlated with age, and that pesticides were found in 
every sample examined. The relationship of these pollutants to 
mortality of fur seals, however, has not yet been identified. 
"IR. Genlry. Wildlife Re,earch Biologist. National Marine Mammal Laboratory. 
',,,nilwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, 7600 Sand Point Way NE .. Bldg. 32, Seattie. 
W, nilS. pers. commun. November 1981. 
Forecasts.- It should be mentioned at the outset that forecasts of 
the size of the commercial harvest of male fur seals on the Pribilof 
Islands were never intended to be anything more than that. 
Nevertheless. many persons, including some closely involved with 
fur seals, have come to look upon the forecasts as quotas, such as 
those that were in effect from 1870 through 1909 and again from 
1918 through 1923. Quotas have not been established since 1923, 
except for females during 1956-68 (Roppel and Davey 1965). 
Forecasts of the returns of male seals started in 1960 when D. G. 
Chapman, through a contract between the Marine Mammal Biologi-
cal Laboratory (now the National Marine Mammal Laboratory) of 
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries and the University of Washing-
ton, was asked to predict the size of the commercial harvest in 1961. 
These forecasts have essentially been attempts to estimate the sur-
vival of the year classes to ages 3 and 4 yr so as to better enable 
managers to plan for materials, equipment, and the off-island labor 
force needed to take and process the skins. Success in forecasting 
requires reasonably accurate information on: 1) Number of pups 
born. and 2) mortality of pups on land, and annual mortality 
between the time they leave the rookeries in November of the 
summer of birth and their return at ages 3 and 4 yr. 
Major obstacles to success in predicting year-class returns have 
been variability in mortality and lack of adequate data for estimat-
ing losses at sea, which have a much greater influence on the 
magnitude of returns than do those that occur on land. Forecasts of 
the kill have been reasonably accurate and useful when based on 
year classes with average survival, but of no practical value for 
those with extreme variations in numerical levels. Such predictions, 
therefore, are of little or no use unless these extremes can be 
estimated with accuracy. 
Forecasts of the return of 4-yr-olds have been based on the kill of 
3-yr-olds the previous year, mean air temperature on SI. Paul Island 
for 12 mo preceding birth of the year class,74 weights of pups in 
autumn, number of pups born, counts of dead pups and harem 
males, and estimates of yearling males. Most of these factors have 
also been examined with respect to forecasting the return of 3-
yr-olds. 
The kill of 3-yr-olds should be a good basis for estimating the 
return of the year class a year later at age 4 yr. However, this 
indicator has suffered certain inaccuracies as a result of changes in 
termination dates of the kill and variations in the time of arrival on 
land of the 3-yr-olds. 
Forecasts of the kill at age 3 yr have been even more difficult and 
uncertain because the number available on land at age 2 yr as a basis 
for making predictions is relatively small, at least during the tradi-
tional period of the harvest in july. 
A potential indicator of the number of males surviving their first 
winter at sea is the number of yearling seals that come ashore in 
autumn. Problems encountered in the use of this measurement 
include: I) Difficulty in marking an adequate number of yearling 
male seals, 2) relatively small kills the following year of 2-yr-old 
males that had been tagged as yearlings, and 3) bias should tagged 
animals be killed more frequently than those without tags. 
74Hookworm larvae were once thought 10 (lverwinter in rookery soil and infect [he 
fl>llowing year class vf pups Ihrough Iheir Rippers and Ihal perhaps w""lher had some 
inRuence over Ihe number of Ihese larvae. Ihe degree 10 which Ihe pups were infected. 
and dealh rales (Abegglen el al. fOOlnOIeS 31, 33). II has since been learned Ihal 
free-living hookworm larvae do in faci penel,"le Ihe Rippers. This occurs predomi-
nanlly in Augu" by larvae produced by Ihe pups Ihemselves. MOrlali!y of plipS from 
hook w0rm disease, however, is aClually caused from 3rd siage larvae passed from 
mOlhel 10 pup Ihrough Ihe milk, and overwinlering of larvae is unimporlanl (Lyons 
1%3). 
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Mean air temperature in the year preceding birth of a year class, 
weights of pups in autumn, number of pups born, and counts of dead 
pups are aJ I collected before the year class suffers a substantial part 
of its losses. Therefore, if the factors that influence survival at sea 
cannot be measured, data collected on land have little value for 
forecasting_ 
Erratic management of the seal ki II on land has at various times in 
the past also contributed to the difficulty in making useful forecasts. 
There have been few good reasons for varying the termination date 
of the kill. The onset of molt is not known to cause problems 
through any extensive variations from year to year (Scheffer and 
Johnson footnote 36) and unless future studies indicate otherwise, 
there is no real financial advantage in emphasizing utilization of the 
year classes at age 3 rather than age 4 yr (Marine Mammal Biologi-
cal Laboratory footnote 23). The only known reasons for varying 
the termination date of the harvest are: 1) The possibility of an 
exceptionally large survival of a year class, making it necessary to 
take more at age 3 yr, 2) significant variation in timing of the returns 
of 3-yr-olds, 3) a rather dubious need to take additional 2-yr-olds, 
even if available, as a way to improve the forecast of the kill the 
following year at age 3 yr, and 4) to increase (or decrease) recruit-
ment of males into the breeding reserve. 
The actual and forecasted returns of male seals during 1961-81 are 
presented in Table 4, and methodologies used in making these 
predictions are on fi Ie in various annual reports of fur seal investiga-
tions and other documents at the National Marine Mammal 
Laboratory, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center. Also on file is a 
summary of ~sti mation procedures developed by Chapman (1975f5 
as a background paper for the 19th meeting of the NPFSC in 1976. 
Socioeconomic Factors 
Fur seals of the Pribilof Islands are subject to disturbance from 
various groups of people, including tourists, Coast Guard person-
nel, research scientists, photographers, and the Aleuts. Officially, 
the rookeries, hauling grounds, and certain parts of adjacent 
beaches are closed to all but authorized persons each summer from I 
June through IS October. Regardless, several changes have in the 
past and undoubtedly will in the future contribute to some disrup-
tion of these animals on their breeding grounds_ 
Located in an extremely remote part of the world, the Pribilof 
Islands were once seldom viewed by anyone other than federal 
officials and the people who lived there or landed to work with the 
fur seals. 76 Construction of a runway and the beginning of air 
service to the islands in the 1950's, however, opened the way to 
tourism, an industry that in its infancy brought only 5-6 sightseers 
weekly and perhaps as many as 100 to St. Paul Island during an 
entire summer. Now promoted commercially as part of their overall 
tourist package, Alaska Tour and Marketing Services, Inc., annu-
ally brings in up to 1,000 people interested in marine birds and fur 
seals. St. George Island may be added to Alaska Tour and Marketing 
Services' I ist of tourist attractions; however, the exist i ng runway on 
SI. George Island is suitable only for small twin-engine aircraft. 
Two studies were started on St. George Island in 1981, one on the 
feasibility of extending the runway to accommodate four-engine 
7·'Chapman. D. G. 1975. Melhods of lorecasling Ihe kill of males on Ihe Pribilof 
Islands. Unpubl. maouscr.. lOp. (Available Nail. Mar. Mammal Lab., Nail. Mar. Fish. 
Serv .. NOAA, 7600 Sand P"lnl Way NE. Bldg. 32, Seallle, WA 98115) 
76 All other visitors 10 Ihe islands were required to have permits issued under the 
authority of a succession of federal agencies beginn mg with the Treasury Depanmem in 
1869. The permil syslem ..... as in effeci from Ih:ll year 10 abolll 1964, al whIch lime 'I was 
abolished. 
Table 4.- Actual and forecasted kills of 3- and 4-yr-old male seals and relative aircraft and another on the impact of these aircraft and tourism on 
error lerror = (forecast - actual)/forecast] of the forecast, SI. Paul Island, Alaska, the fur seals there. 
1961-81. Early tourists to St. Paul were largely on their own with respect to 
Age (~r) moving about the island. The servicing airline provided occasional 
4 Total transportation and a few visitors rented vehicles from local resi-
Number Error ('Ie) Number Error (0/() Number Error ('Ie) dents, but most walked everywhere they went. Later, federal man-
1961 agers assumed some responsibility for the tourists in the form of 
Actual 29.523 12.4~~ 42.011 transportation and a driver/guide to supply information. At the same 
Forecast 34.500 14 13.500 7 48.000 12 time, the servicing airline asked each of its passengers to complete a 
1962 questionnaire designed to produce information that would assist it Actual 25.098 13,422 3X,520 
Forecast 36.000 30 11,000 -22 47,000 18 and the Federal Government in a bid to help the tourists realize the 
1963 most from dollars spent. Finally, Alaska Tour and Marketing Ser-
Actual 11,596 12,283 23,879 vices put a bus on St. Paul Island for transporting its customers to 
Forecast 30,000 61 15,000 18 45,000 47 places of interest, and federal managers constructed one "blind" on 
1964 Little Zapadni Rookery and another on Gorbatch Rookery in 1976 
Actual 22,203 10,509 32,712 from which tourists and others could observe fur seals in safety Forecast 24,000 13,000 19 37,000 12 
1965 without disturbing the animals. From 1963 through 1975, people 
Actual 12,126 9,838 21,964 wishing to view fur seals at close range were taken to an observation 
Forecast 26,000 53 13,000 24 39,000 44 hut on Kitovi Rookery (Amphitheater) where they caused some 
1966 disruption among the animals when they wandered away from the 
Actual 25,535 12,156 37,691 hut. 
Forecast 26,000 2 14,000 13 40,000 6 
1967 Construction of a Coast Guard loran station on St. Paul in the late 
Actual 26,991 11,785 38,776 1950's brought an additional 20 people to this island on a year-round 
Forecast 27,500 14,300 18 41,800 7 basis, Many of them "beachcomb" as a recreational outlet, and in 
1968 some instances have run seals into the sea from areas closed to the 
Actual 18,706 13,279 31,985 public. In an effort to eliminate or at least minimize this problem, Forecast 22,000 15 13.000 -·22 35,000 9 
1969 managers have erected appropriately worded signs along access 
Actual 17,826 10,565 28,391 roads and at various points on the beaches and now patrol all of the 
Forecast 23,600 24 18,300 42 41,900 32 rookeries and hauling grounds one to four times daily from about 
1970 mid-June to mid-August each summer. 
Actual 22,!76 11,548 33,724 Before 1962, the people of the Pribilof Islands were paid a token 
Forecast 27 ,800 20 11,600 0 39,400 14 
wage supplemented by furnished housing and utilities and such dole 
1971 
as surplus military clothing and footwear. In that year, however, the Actual 12,888 12,503 25,391 
Forecast 18,000 28 13,000 4 31,000 18 workers began receiving a full day's pay for a full day's work 
1972 comparable with that paid others in similar occupations elsewhere 
Acwal 15,024 14,932 29,956 in Alaska. Among other material possessions, their new- found 
Forecast 19,600 23 16,000 35,600 16 wealth translated into various kinds of vehicles which in turn gave 
1973 the people mobility about the island never before enjoyed. The Actual 16,337 10,800 27,137 
Forecast 16,700 2 13,200 18 29,900 9 effect has been one of access to all parts of the islands, including the 
1974 fur seal rookeries. Visible as a result of this access has been a certain 
Actual 14.652 15,533 30,185 amount of destruction to the landscape, particularly from four-
Forecast 13,000 -13 9,600 -62 22,600 -34 wheel drive units and motorbikes. Not so visible has been distur-
1975 bance to the fur seals, indicated indirectly by the occasional appear-Actual 15,186 10,768 25,954 
ance of fresh tire tread marks on or along certai n rookeries and Forecast 16,000 16,000 33 32,000 10 
1976 haul ing grounds during the dosed period mentioned earl ier. In-
Actual 13,397 8,050 21,447 creased mobility, especially among those too young to drive, and 
Forecast 17,100 22 11,000 27 28,100 24 additional potential for disturbance of the fur seals has come with 
1977 development of a local motorbike rental business. Installation of 
Actual 16.476 9,421 25,897 gates across roads leading to the rookeries in the 1960's proved to be Forecast 15,700 - 5 11,000 14 26,700 
1978 an unworkable and a locally unpopular solution to the problem, 
Actual 13,752 8,955 22,707 mostly because large areas without fur seals beyond or near concen-
Forecast 15.100 9 10,200 12 25,300 10 trations of these animals were also closed to use in summer. 
1979 A large number of independent scientists have carried out re-Actual 15,245 7,918 23,163 
Forecast 15,500 2 10,600 25 26,100 I I search on various aspects of fur seal biology in recent years, Univer-
1980 sity professors, postgraduate students, and members of the Scien-
Actual 13,157 8,183 21,340 tiAc Committee of the NPFSC have participated. Some disruption 
Forecas[ 17,700 26 R,400 26,100 I ~ 
of rookery life has been necessary because of a need to capture fur 
1981 
seals for use as subjects of research and because of construction and Actual 14,224 6,714 20,938 
Forecas( 16,700 15 9,300 28 26,000 IY use of long catwalks to enhance certain kinds of research. 
All years Another possible source of disturbance to the fur seals is profes-
Actual 372,118 231,650 603,768 sional photographers. Fortunately, most or all of these people in the 
Forecast 45~,500 19 265,000 13 723,500 17 past have been interested in AIming the animals under completely 
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natural conditions. It is not inconceivable, however, that some 
photographers in the future will want or attempt to take "action" 
shots, which in most situations must be created through distur-
bance. The adult males are normally given to boundary displays 
rather than actual fighting unless excited by the presence of humans. 
During the summer of 1980, a two-man team from Seattle ex-
perimentally fished for Korean horse hair crab, Erimacrus izenbec-
kii, off St. Paul Island; in 1981 , the Tanadgusix Corporation (a local 
subsidiary of the Alaskan Aleut Corporation) began fishing halibut 
commercially. Both operations would benefit from construction of a 
small boat harbor on St. Paul Island, a subject that has been given 
considerable thought for several years and for which a draft en-
vironmental impact statement has been developed (U.S . Army 
Corps of Engineers 198)17) . So far as is known, the fur seals will not 
in any way be affected should a harbor be developed at the site now 
contemplated . However, the protection afforded boats by it may 
cause a local increase in vesse l traffic with unknown consequences 
to these animals. 
Objections to the Harvest 
Periodically s ince the late 1960's, the fur seal of the Pribilof 
Islands received considerable attention from animal protection 
groups because of their attempts to stop the harvest on the grounds 
that it is an inhumane78 use of the resource. Organizations actively 
opposed to the harvest were the Humane Society of the United 
States, Fund for Animals, Friends of Animals, and Greenpeace. 
The International Society for the Protection of Animals, and World 
Federation for the Protection of Animals were primarily interested 
in the humaneness of the kill. The activities of the first four groups 
have been especially intense each time the Convention has come up 
for renewal. In this connection, for example, a dozen people, 
including one U.S. Congressman and two national television net-
work crews, observed the harvest on SI. Paul Island in 1979. 
Federal managers responded to pressure and publicity brought to 
bear b/ these groups with studies of the effectiveness of traditional 
and alternate methods of stunning and killing the animals, and for 
several seasons since 1972 have utilized the services of a succession 
of volunteer veterinarians to observe the harvest to ensure that it was 
as humane and stress-free for the animals as possible. 
The first of the studies was by a veterinary pathologist from the 
University of Cambridge, England , who was also a representative of 
the World Federation for the Protection of Animals. Simpson (1968) 
observed the rounding up of the seals and the harvest, and con-
ducted postmortem examinations of animals on the killing fields 
and at the byproducts plant where the carcasses were ground and 
frozen for mink food . Of 1,12! carcasses examined , 21 (1.9%) did 
not have fractured crania and those without punctured hearts totaled 
38 (3.4%).79 However, the thorax of every seal had been opened , a 
condition that would lead very rapidly to death from collapse of the 
lungs and respiratory fai lure . The conclusions were that none of the 
seals had been skinned while still alive, that the mechanics of the 
harvest were reasonably humane, and that the traditional method of 
77U .S . Army Corps of Engineers , Alaska District. 1981. Harbor feasibility report, 
SI. Paul Island. Alaska. Un pub!, manu scr. , 244 p. U.S. Army Corps Eng., Alaska 
Disl., PO. Box 7002 , Anchorage, AK 99510. 
"First Objections into the early 1970's were primarily of questioning the humaneness 
of the killing techniques. After the studies listed were carried out the major emphasis 
for stopping the harvest changed 10 one of questioning Ihe moral issue of killing wild 
animals for profit and luxury skins . 
"The procedure then and now is to first stun the animal with a blow to the head. then 
open the chest with a knife and puncture the heart to reduce blood pressure to zero. 
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stunning by club followed by myocardial puncture is probably the 
best method of euthanasia considering all of the factors . 
In 1968, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (now the National 
Marine Fisheries Service) organized a five-man team of mixed 
biological professions and one member of the Humane Society of 
the United States to experiment with alternative methods of killing 
fur seals and to review the entire seal harvesting operation (U.S. 
Department of the Interior 19688°). The team employed several 
forms of euthanasia including carbon dioxide, electricity, shooting, 
stunning, and concussion bolts as well as drugs and tranquilizers. 
They concluded that none of the methods tested were adaptable to 
harvesting fur seals at that time . However, the members did recom-
mend several changes that would improve conditions for driving the 
animals from the hauling grounds to the killing fields and reduce 
stress on the animals. The panel suggested that the length of the 
drives be shortened,S I that the drive paths be improved by removing 
surface rocks and filling depressions to prevent crowding and 
pileups of the animals, that seals unsuitable for harvesting be 
rejected as soon as poss ible along the drive path, that where possible 
the animals be driven around rather than over obstacles , and that at 
least two relief stunners be available to provide rest periods, which 
in turn shouLd result in greater accuracy in stunning the animals and 
eliminate the need for multiple blows . 
Because the Humane Society of the United States suggested 
further investigations involving carbon dioxide and nitrogen as-
phyxiation, the Federal Government contracted with the Virginia 
Mason Research Center, Seattle, Wash., to carry out experiments on 
surgically instrumented seals . The objective was to compare the 
effectiveness of hypoxic atmospheres of CO2 and N2 , the drug 
succinylcholine chloride , and the traditional method. Spencer et al. 
(1971) concluded that the two experimental methods took five to 
eight times longer to kill than did manual stunning and exsanguina-
tion. 
In 1971, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
invited six veterinary medical doctors, members of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association's panel on euthanasia, to evaluate 
the humaneness of harvesting fur seals and make recommendations 
for the future. Specific objectives were to: I) Observe current 
methods of slaughter from roundup until death occurred and skin-
ning was completed and to assess for humaneness, and 2) suggest 
research which might lead to more humane methods of euthanasia or 
methods which might be equally humane but more aesthetically 
acceptable. With respect to the roundups and drives, the group 
observed that alihough obstructions existed in the drive paths in the 
form of rocks, the seals were accustomed to traveling over this type 
of terrain on the rookeries. The members also agreed that distances 
over which the animals were driven were reasonable and did not 
constitute inhumane treatment. The current method of slaughter, 
i.e ., manual stunning followed by exsanguination , was considered 
painless , humane euthanasia, a fact that has been overwhelmin~t" 
supported by tourists who viewed the kills and reported their feel-
ings in questionnaires routinely handed out by the servicing airline . 
The panel did, however, suggest that the aesthetics of the operation 
could be improved by: I) Shifting the collection of genital organs (a 
byproduct in demand as an aphrodisiac) from the killing field to the 
' OU .S . Department of the Interior, Bureau of Com merica I Fisheries. 1968 . Report of 
the task force to study alternate methods of harvesting fur seals. SI. Paul Island , Alaska. 
Unpubl. rep ., 41 p. (Available Natl. Mar. Mammal Lab., Natl. Mar. Fish . Serv. , 
NOAA, 7600 Sand Point Way NE., Bldg. 32 , Seattle, WA 98115.) 
"New access roads and extensions of old ones to shorten the drives were constructed 
during 1970·71. 
byproducts plant, 2) speeding removal of carcasses and skins from 
the places of harvest, and 3) constructing panels on both sides of the 
outside portion of the "turkey line" on which the carcasses were 
suspended at the byproducts plant for processing (Veterinary Panel 
1971"2). The intent of the panel was to shield from publ ic view these 
three parts of the harvesting operation. 
Finally, Battelle Columbus laboratories were contracted by the 
National Marine Fisheries Service in 1972 to carry out research on 
"Concept scrutiny, prototype development, and field evaluation of 
improved fur seal slaughtering techniques." In a final analysis, their 
report stated, "the [seal] club emerges as the best technique for 
stunning fur seals on a mass harvest basis." However, the scientists 
conducting these studies saw two objections to the club: Aesthetics 
and inaccurate blows: they felt that a reduction in the number of 
inaccurate blows should help to improve the aesthetics. Accord-
ingly, the group "recommended that a serious analysis of the club-
bing approach be undertaken to determine desirable qualities for 
fabrication of a 'super club'" (Williams et al. 1973H3). 
Keys (1980)H4 summarized the activities of these various groups 
in a background paper submitted to the NPFSC at its 23rd meeting. 
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